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BODY OF INDIAN CHILD
Searching for Indian relics at the
mouth of the Keag river Sunday
afternoon, Waldo Tyler of South
Thomaston unearthed the skeleton
of an Indian child, apparently about
six years old.
Tiie bones, which were in a fair
state of preservation, were beneath
about two feet of clam shells and
a foot cf black earth, over which the
roots of a large spruce had grown.

Tyler believes the child was of a
( generation preceding the more re
cent Indians who dug clams for
: food on the island and dried them
| in the sun on the ledges for winter
use. and that whoever placed the
shells there were unaware that the
child was buried there.
Tlie spruce, whose roots had grown
completely across the grave, was
about 18 inches in diameter.
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[EDITORIAL]
DON’T START ANYTHING

Committee Makes Important Recom
mendation In Regard To State Treasurer
The special Legislative commit I
tee, charged witli Hie duly cf inves
tigating the operation of the State's
j
code law, will render a report next
Tuesday and it will contain an im ,
portant recommendation in regard
to the handling of the State's I
financial affairs.
Tlie following preliminary state
ment was leleased this morning:
"Tlie Treasurer of the State
should be a career man, continu-

ous ip office so long as his services
are satisfactory. The biennial elec
tion of a treasurer, with its six-year
limitation of service, should be
abolished. This requires a constltutional amendment.
"With a career man as Treasurer
the office of Deputy Treasurer
would be unnecessary and the office
should be abolished."
Representative Alan L. Bird of
Rockland is a member of the com
mittee.

The Chamber of Commerce is
planning to have a get-to-gether
and outing at Crescent Beach, for
members and wives on Thursday,
July 25
A delicious Southern
fried chicken supiier will be served
at Crescent Beach Inn for 75 cents
a .plate; the time is 6 30 p. m. After
supper, a jolly entertainment .has
been planned by the committee, with
especially unique features which will
be enjoyed by all As there are
shuffleboard courts available at the

Inn, it is felt that some of the ex
perts as well as those who would
like to become experts, will Join in
a contest during the evening. Fa
cilities for dancing and cards will
also be enjoyed.
Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett will enter
tain members of Ruth Mayhew Tent
Sunday at 2.30, at the Blake farm
in Rockville. Hot chicken shortcake,
vegetables, and strawberry short
cake will be served.

EXCURSION EVERY SUNDAY

The Courier-Gazette has received from a California friend
a copy of a Los Angeles paper containing a syndicated
article by Westbrook Pegler, whose caustic pen takes the
Democratic leaders to task for their piepaganda in regard
to Wendell Willkie’s business address in New York, and ad
vises them to lay off of that kind of a campaign if they don’t
want their “ears torn off in that kind of fighting. Here are
quoted a few of Pegler's pungent paragraphs;
Willkie’s home address is a lot closer to the poverty of Har
lem than the town address of Mr. Roosevelt, and, moreover,
he pays his own rent and bought his own kettles and blankets,
whereas Mr. Roosevelt’s home wa.s given to him by hts mother,
completely furnished.
His business address is 20 Pine street, down ln the financial
district, and 20 Pine is the Chase National Bank building. I
can’t make anything out of that but innuendo, meant to
suggest that Willkie, somehow, was mixed up ln the Chase
National when Al Wiggin was running the bank.
Willkie could point out that when President Roosevelt
was practicing law, back in the wickedest era of big business
and all such as that, hls office was at 120 Broadway, which
is Just as close to the Stock Exchange as 20 Pine.
To make it hurt, Willkie might point out that my man
I Roosevelt] was a partner, and to that extent his own boss,
rather than an employe in the law business, and settled at 120
Broadway for choice. He might even dig up the identity of
the owner of 120 Broadway at that time on the off-chance that
that landlord was even worse than the Chase under Wiggin,
for purposes of innuendo.
I wouldn’t get fresh about the kind of corporations that
Willkie has served as a lawyer and executive or his association
with the cause of private capital and wealth, either. Because
Willkie might recall some of the goofy company promotions
with which my man was identified as a front man, his record
as a lawyer—which certainly wasn't hot—and the fact that
my man lived on inherited wealth and allowances from his
mother long after he was married. For extra zing, Willkie
might recall that the family interest included some coal lands
in bloody Harlan County, Kentucky.
SENATOR BURKE BOLTS
Senator Edward R. Burke of Nebraska, whose name has
figured most prominently in Congressional affairs since he
went to Washington, and who has had courage enough to
voice his convictions on some phases of the New Deal has
come to the parting of the ways as far as the Presidential
campaign of 1940 is concerned. With the renomination of
President Roosevelt an accomplished fact, Senator Burke
wrote to Wendell Willkie, the Republican nominee, as follows:
As one who feels deeply that in the light of present world
conditions it is essential for our country to maintain the
two-term limitation on the tenure of office of president, I
shall work for your victory at the polls in November.
The Administration was successful in defeating Senator
Burke for renomination, but even the Administration in this
country cannot suppress free speech, and we believe that the
aggressive and outspoken Senator Burke will be found to
have exercised much influence when the Nebraska vote is
counted next November.

Every Sunday up to and inrluding Sept. 15, excursions will be
run over beautiful Penobscot Bay. Fast, comfortable steamers.
Low Excursion Fares. Delicious Shore Dinners if desired at
Swan's Island or Vinalhaven.
For a Long, Invigorating Sail—60 Miles—and a Short Stay
Ashore—tl* Hours—take the big powerful steamer North Haven
for Swan's Island and way landings.
For a shorter sail—25 miles, and a longer stay ashore—seven
hours—take the beautiful twin screw steamer W. S. White.

Both Boats Leave Tillson's Wharf Each Sunday Morning At
8 4'ilofk, Daylight Time, and Arrive Bark in the Late Afternoon.
Round Trip Fares—Vinalhaven. $1.50; North Haven, $150;
Stonington, $2.20; Swan's Island, $3.00.
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• Fantastic you say? Not at all-our new Own-aHome Savings Club makes it possible for you to get
the down payment for building or buying your new
home easily, sensibly, and conveniently. $ 10 or more
saved monthly builds your down payment within
36 to 60 months ... much sooner than you’d expect,
because we add liberal earnings to your savings regu
larly. Come in or write for the free Club booklet—it
shows how to plan a savings program for home owner
ship to fit your needs, and explains in detail extra fea
tures offered to Club members. Ask for your copy now.

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Nearing the summit of Ml. Washington. Note the fog clouds drifting across the fare of Mt. Madison.
From photo by Alton Hall Blarkington.

HAD FIVERUN LEAD
Pirates Escaped With Tie At Camden Last
Night—Vinalhaven Here Sunday

W.
L.
Pet. Bartlett, rf .................... 3 0 0 1
Camden
.......... 1
0
1.000 Dunbar, p, cf ............... 2 0 0 1
24 4 18 8
Rockland .......... 1
0
1.000
Rockport _____ 0
1
.000 Camden .................. 3 0 5 0 3 3—14
Thomaston ..... 0
1
.000 Rockport ................. 0 0 0 0 0 0— 0
• ♦ ••
Runs, Miller 2, Heald 2, Woodward
Thursday results: Camden 14, 1 4. Baum 4, Lord, Wadsworth. Errors,
Mckport 0; Rockland-13, Thomas Heald. Wadsworth, Andrews, Starr,
j Two base hits. Lord, Baum, Rich
ton, 4.
• • • •
ards, Bohndell. Three base hits,
: Bohndell, Heald. Struck out, by
Coming Games
Sunday—Vinalhaven at Rock Boynton 5, by Dunbar 0, by Andrew >
4 Base on balls, off Boynton 2, off
land; Bath at Camden.
Tuesday—Rockland at Camden; ] Andrews 7. Umpires. Miller and
] Richardson. Scorer. Blanchard.
Rockport at Thomaston.
• • • •
• • • •
I
Camden
5,
Rockland
5
Easy For Pirates
Rockland had a five-run lead in
Rockland behind Al McMeally
opened the league with an easy vic the seventh at Camden last night.
PARTI' LINES VANISH
tory over Thomaston at Rockland It looked like the tliird game of
Thursday night. French's hitting j the seiries, tied up at one and one,
Republicans who may feel a bit sensitive about support
j was about all over when Camden
featured.
Thomaston .. .0 0000021 1—4 landed on French for a single
ing candidate Willkie on account of his recent affiliation with
Rockland
3 0 4 0 1 1 2 2 x—13 double and a triple in a row, for
the Democratic .party will now find the boot on the other
wN .........
— . etaoinshrluetaoin two runs. The next batter struck
foot because the Democrats have nominated a former Re
Batteries, McMeally and Bucklin: out and the next doubled, making
publican for vice president. Part)' lines have ceased to hold
Collamore. H. Sawyer, Smith and the score five to three, with a run
D. Sawyer.
the significance they formerly did. Thousands of Republicans
on second. Chuck Ellis then took
* • * •
over and a wild pitch scored the
will doubtless support Roosevelt, and thousands of Democrats
Camden 14, Rorkport 0
fourth run.
have already announced their purpose to support Willkie.
The Camden 8hells had rough
In Camden’s ninth with one out
On which side of the scales will the balance fall?
edges Thursday night and the treat Richards singled and went to tliird
ment they gave to that ambitious J on LaCrosse's efor and scored on
Rockpor: outfit was even rougher. Chisholm's throw fiom right field
MAKE THEM FEEL AT HOME
The Megunticook lads scored three that went 'o [he grandstand
runs or better, ln each of four inn
It has been 'rightfully maintained by many speakers that
Billings, Pirate short-stop, with
ings, but the home team was never six put outs and eight assists with
Maine should do more for the entertainment of Its summer
able to cross the plate. Boynton | only one error starred in the field,
visitors. The ocean has a soothing effect, and the moun
was shooting tlie old apple across tlie i He started two snappy double plays
tains possess majesty, but scenery alone will not serve to hold
pan like nobody’s business, and to pull the Pirates out of holes in
Rockport had to be content with the third and fourth.
the interest of visitors from other States. The well ordered
four singles, two of which were made
LaCrosse hit three out of four
Summer hotel realizes this and adjusts its schedule ln order
by Bohndell. The score:
to continue his batting streak to
that it may successfully cater to its guests; the State of Maine
Camden
ab bh po a three games in which he is batting
may well do the same. And along this line is the bulletin of the
for 644
Heald, Camden second
Miller, 3b....................... 3 12 2
Maine Development Commission announcing some of the
baseman, had a busy time with
Heald, 2b ....................... 3 2 11 eight
assists.
State's attractions for the coming week. Here are a few;
Woodward, cf ............... 4 4 3 0
Potato blossom time in Aroostook County.
Baum, c ......................- 4 2 2 0 Rockland
ab r bh po a e
Outing of the Maine Craft Guild at Saco Monday.
Lord, c .......................... 4 111
Billings, ss ..... „... 4 116 8 1
Wadsworth,
lb
.............
4
17
0
Maine Tournament of left handed golf players at Poland
Richards. If .................. 5 10 0 Karl, cf ............... 2 2 1 0 0 0
Spring, concluding Monday.
Crockett, rf .....
4 2 10 Flanagan, 3b...... 4 1 2 2 0 0
Garden party at the home of Mr and Mrs. Ralph O. Brew
Boynton, p .................. 4 0 11 French, p. If ...... 4 0 1 12 0
ster in Dexter.
35 14 18 5 O. Ellis, if, p...... 4 0 1 0 0 0
Chisholm, rf .. .4 0 0 2 0 0
Rockport
Open Gardens’ Day at Camden and Rockport Wednesday.
ab bh po a Bucklin, c ........ 4 0 0 4 0 0
Horse show of the Rangeley Lakes Riding Club Saturday.
Starr, 2b ........................ 3 1 3 X LaCrosse, lb....... 4 13 9 11
Pro-amateur golf tournament at the Prout’s Neck Coun
Bohndell, If
............ 3 2 3 0 Collamore, 2b ..... 3 0 13 2 0
33 5 10 27 13 2
try Club Monday.
Call. 3b ........................- 3 12 0
Fenn Memorial Tournament at Poland Spring Monday
Simmons, e
............ 3 0 3 0 Camden
ab r bh po a e
Moon, lb........................ 3 0 5 0
through Friday.
Miller, 3b ............ 5 12 110
Andrews,
ss,
p
.........
........
2
0
2
3
Maine Resident Amateur Golf Championships at the
Graham, cf, ss............ 2 0 0 0 Heald. 2b ........... 4 0 1 18 1
Augusta Country Club Wednesday through Friday.
Woodward, ct ..... 4 12 110
Bnun, c .......... 4 0 0 5 2 0
Open amateur handicap golf tournament at the Penobscot
Lord, ss............... 4 0 0 1 3 0
Valley Country Club in Bangor Saturday.
4 0 0 17 0 0
Wadsworth, lb
Richards, If, p .... 4 1 2 1 0 0
Crockett, rf ..
4 1 1 0 0 0
Iraq has a new excess profits tax.
1 Bennett, p, If .... 4 1 2 0 2 0
1
37 5 10 27 17 1
Rockland
0 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 0—5
UNUSUAL GIFTS
Camden
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1- -5
At
Mrs. Harold Hupper
Boothbay, Maine
Route 27
Three base hits, Flanagan, Miller.
MARTINSVILLE, ME.
Sherwood Keith, J. J. Celi present
Capt’s Wade’s Homestead Two base lilts, French, Bennett,
“LOVE FROM A STRANGER”
Woodward. Base on balls, off Ben
Friendship St„ Off Route 1
We have a Chicken Pie
Wed,, Thurs., Fri., Sat,
nett 1. Struck out, by French 4, by
WALDOBORO,
ME.
July 24. 25. 26. 27
Bennett 3. Umpires. Graffam, Rich
Special, 35c
TEL.
38
50c, 75c, 51.00 Plus Tax
ardson. Scorer, Maude Winchenbach
87Stf
Kay Gaul, Manager
Closing Tonight “What a Life”
• • • •
81'S87-pl
Twilight Topics
Lyle Drinkwater playing center
field against Thomaston made a
one hand running catch that
NOTICE!
brought the Ians to their feet at
To the Workers at Bath Iron Rockland Thursday.
Works
from
Rockland,,
Thomas

• • • •
TILLSON AVE.
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 56-W
ton and Warren—
Watts, Thomaston center fielder,
I anticipate going to the Iron sure covered plenty of ground and
Works and can accommodate 20 made some good catches against
ALIVE OR BOILED
or more riders. All riders insured, I Rockland.
and rates low. Get In touch with
me at my stand at Economy’s,
Freddy LaCrosse certainly has
Park street, Rockland.
We welcome visitors, especially those from the Middle West, who
been hitting the ball in the last
have never seen a live lobster
FRED SEAVEY
three games.
Money Back Guarantee On All Purchases
• • • 4
4 n
TEL.
4-4.
TENANT’S HARBOR
IN FROM 6.30 A. M. TO 6.00 P. M., EVERY DAY
87’lt
A game played between Cainden

WALDOBORO
GIFT SHOP

Wheelbarrow Farm

-BOOTHBAY PLAYHOUSE-,

MATIN1CUS LOBSTER CO.
HARD SHELL LOBSTERS, 30c

Send free booklet about your Own-a-Home
Saving* Club.

Mrs. Iza Mank attended a Grange
session last Thursday in South
Warren and was patriotically In
spired when she stepped within the
hall and observed the red, white and
blue decorations, so timely ln this
day of national fervor. Over the
entrance door was a card bearing
tlie words, “God Bless America.”
j Mrs. Mank thinks tills is a good les
son lor all Granges, and suggests
that tliey follow the example.

CLAMS, 50c PECK

The Rotary Club
A Champion WoodChopper Talks—Dr.
Conley Third-Termer

A Rockland woman well ad
vanced in years tells me the story
of how she lost the opportunity of
having a wealthy husband. The
man was of similar age, and had
more money than he knew what to
do witli. The engagement was al
most as good as signed, sealed and
delivered when the prospective head
of the house declared emphatically
hls liking for good cooking. "Heav
ens,’’ said she "I was never able to
cook ln my whole life.” And this
remark sure spilled the beans, for
the engagement never materialized.
A year ago the man died, leaving
an estate valued in excess of $100,000. “Of all sad words of tongue
or pen, the saddest are these—It
might have been.”

The dramatic music spectacle
Perry Greene the Maine guide “King Saul" was presented here
who won a world's championship long years ago under the auspices
when he chopped an 8-inch pine log of Knox Lodge, I.OOF., with New
in twain in nine seconds wa.s guest ton Baers, the author in the title
speaker at yesterday's Rotary role. Familiar names in the cast:
meeting, and told the members of Edwin B. Spear, Oliver B. Love
some very interesting experiences. joy, Paul Sawyer, Eugene Bowler,
He will be seen by thousands when E. O. Heald, M. A. Johnson, Alton
he does his stunts at the Rockport Small. James E. Rhodes, O. Edgar
' Gale, G W Hicks, Sumner P. Mills,
Carnival next month.
Vice President Alan P. McAlary Iaither Smith, Livingston A. Oray,
was in the chair again yesterday. E. 8 81mmons, Reuben 8 Thorn
A bit of “funning'' ensued when an
attempt was made to dislodge Dr. dike. F. F. Harding, A. R. BachWalter P. Conley from the office elder, E. P. Colson, Charles M.
of food taster He insisted on a Chapin. F C. Doherty, Ensign Otis,
third term, and as these are popu Harry Hanscom, W. C. Ladd, Miss
lar nowadays lie was re-elected by j Lillian Weeks, Miss Annie Conant,
acclamation.
Homer E. Robinson wielded the Miss Lottie Harden, Miss Maude
Gale. Miss Clara Gregory, and Ogabaton.
Visiting Rotarians were Cyril Le I rita Rose. Tills cast was supported
gendre Lewiston-Auburn, Charles by a large chorus. The production
A. Holden, Hanover. N. H.; A P.
Spear, Camden, Frank E. Poland. , was a notable success.
Boston; Asbury Pitman, Salem;
Earl W. Norton, Pawling, N. Y.;
Do you know how high the peak
Harry Jackson, Lebanon, N. H ;
of
Cadillac is above the village of
William Harrison, Miami: James
E. Rhodes, 2d of West Hartford, Bar Harbor? Just 1528 feet, says
Conn., was a guest.
j the Lewiston Journal, answering
The treasurer's report was pre ! its own question. Now, for the
sented by Charles A. Emery, absent
at the time of the annual meeting. benefit of local readers, how high
Felicitations were extended to Mr. is Ragged Mt. above sea level. If
Pitman because of his 50th wed you do not know you were not ob
ding annlve r.^ary.
serving as you passed Mirror Lake,

and Rockland and no arguments,
well! well!
• • • •
One win, one tie, that's close
enough for a three game series
When the tie is played off a good
game is certain.
• • • •
"Whit'' Whitman will be the hurler for the Pirates against the Chiefs.
McMeally pitched fine ball
against Thomaston.
• • • •
A well known Rockland baseball
fan who is a regular attendant at
the local games, never falls to take
along hls three children. Tills par
ticular fan is a loyal booster for tho
home team, and the "kids" are evi
dently being brought up right, for
they yell lustily for Manager Wink’s
men, and seem to fully understand
what they are talking about, in
spite of their tender years.
• • • •
Volunteers armed with lawn
mowers recently did an efficient bit
of work in left field. Some husky
with a scythe should supplement lt
with an assault on that hay in the
third base foul territory. Nobody
likes to see a home run made on a
lost ball, but that's what happened
there last season

A postcard marked "Mount
Washington" and signed Ellen D.
Tolman, reads: "Thanks to your
intensely interesting report ln the
home paper of your Mt. Washing
ton trip four of us are enjoying a
similar experience.

In France abandoned cats and
dogs are being slain to prevent an
outbreak of rabies. The Black Cat
is content to remain indoors on
this side of the water.
-o-1 "
If you were a resident of London
and German planes were spattering
their compliments upon lt, would
you stand in the street singing
"Rule Britannia?” That’s what
William Erie Taylor did. He es
caped unscathed, but was arrested
and lined for being disorderly.

w

A Rockland couple whose home is
less than half a mile from this of
fice, play cribbage almost every
week night of their lives. And
while thus engaged, they partake of
YOUR FAVORITE POEM the evening meal, and listen to the
radio.
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to aome music at
least once a week The loaa of theae
tastes la a loae of happiness.—Charles
Darwin

ISLAND MIIONLlr.HT
Here was a city and Its bright domes
seemed,
Not of the earth but of a moving air
Of cloud and golden starlight and lt
dreamed

Above an alabaster thoroughfare
It was a marble city und Its towers
Seemed sleeping und the moonlight,
when It fell,
Fell not upon a place of vales and
flowers;
And yet one waking In that moonlit
spell.
Thought of another Island where tlie
sea

Washes around the reefs and breaks
to spray.
And where the spindrift shatter* end
lessly
Against the crags and gullies night
and day.
Where no tall towers rise from drift
ing foam.
But the dark spruces and the shores
of home.

—Harold Vinal

A Jay See, authority on coins
and stamps, ts asked to call at this
office to identify certain specimens.

Writes Clara M. Maker, Worces
ter, Mass.:
“I read in The Courier-Oazette
that 'Grandmarm' would like to
know if there is anyone who re
membered the tin-peddler days. I
certainly do, and remember Jock
Lamb who drove the tinpeddlers"
cart. I lived in East Warren. I
don't remember how many times a
i year but it was always late in the
afternoon when he would drive up
and want to stay all night, which he
did. Mother always saved up her
rags and swapped them for tinware.
That is a long time ago.”

Every-Other-Day
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In Public Eye

SOME HOG ISLAND HINTS

Softball League—Perry’s Team

Would Like To Know
A. M. Watts Mystified By
Local Allusions In "March
To Quebec”

Com*, and let us return unto the
Lord; for he hat? torn, and he will
heal us; he hath smitten, and he
will bind us up.—Hosea 6; 1.

Prof. Bucheister Gives Rockland Lions
the Low-Down On Nature Camp Affairs

Jamaica. Vt., July 16
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
In reading Kenneth Roberts' re
Pock'.and Liors spent an ex'ra turles they were so numerous that
cent book "March to Quebec." I
half hour in their lair at Tlie, they clouded the sky. As time
The Pioneer's Son. by Alonzo defound something which should be
Thorndike Hotel Wednesday, listen- passed the fishermen discovered
Witte Wilder, publishers, Meador
ing wtth much Interest to thc fas-1 that their eggs were nutritious, and
cf
interest
to
Knox
County
folks.
Publishing Company, Boston.
cinating Information furnished by j descending upon a gull rendezvous
Capt.
Henry
Dearborn
of
Arnold's
This is a throw back into writing
Prcf. Carl W Bucheister. director would destroy all they could find,
of an earlier and less flatulent peri
force after the failure of the expe
of the Audubon Nature Camp on and go to the same spot two or three
od, used by authors of stories of I
dition was paroled the following
Hcg Island in Muscongus Bay.
days later assured of finding a
life and times. Opening ln a sunny
Prof. Bucheister hastened to ex supply of absolutely fresh eggs.
Summer from imprisonment ln
Florida farm home, where troubles
plain that the Audubon Nature
'•When you consume more than
Quebec and ln company with Major
and poverty ln the form of a mort
Camp in Musccr.gus Bay ls not what you produce down goes the capital
gage foreclosure breaks into, and |
Return J. Meigs went back by sea
a miilnformed stranger thought it steck,' was the lesson drawn by
upsets the plans of an ambitious
to his home bt New Hampshire.
Prof. Bucheister. This method of
was—a nudist colony.
mother for an only son Pat—whose
Quite to the contrary it was or destruction, coupled with the wide
They sailed from Halifax, on H.M 8.
father likes nothing better than to
ganized and is maintained by the spread slaying of gulls for the sake
Scarborough and skirted the coast.
roam the Everglades hunting and
National Audubon Society, a non- of their beautiful feathers, had the
For July 9. and 10th. Capt. Dear
fishing, and content to live the
profit association interested in the, inevitable result. Gulls were pracprimitive life of indolent ease.
born made the enclosed entry in his
conservation cf birds and mammals tically exterminated, and It was not
Out of her poverty the mother
Journal as found on pace 100 of
nationally.
until man-made laws extended their
HENRY A. WALLACE
hoards penny by penny for Pat's
Roberts' book. Tennnts Harbor in
Tlie National Society, with its friendly protection that the sea
Who was nominated by the Demo parenthesis
education, fate lends a hand of help
is an author's marginal
own wardens, patrols 4.030.000 acres scavengers came back into their
In the form of an old Spanish re crats for Vice President after a bitter J n0{e. Can you or any cf your readof sanctuary territory It is not own—too numerous at this time to
formed pirate who chances their fight.
i ers satisfy my curiosity on the fol
against legal hunting, but wants to suit the fancy of shoredwellers.
way. and is given home and hplp.
know hew to bring about conserva
Prof. Bucheister explained the
lowing points? What are the Sllley
He , being highly educated in
Islands called now? Why did he
tion What good, it asks, is a law method of leg-banding gulls for
Youth adores tlie boy Pat and
call the present Tenants Harbor by
if the people are not in accord with identification purposes, color comteaches him through his youth.
the name Talland Harbour? Do you
it and don't want it enforced? . I binations being used as well as the
Thrills are a-plenty in the follow
know of any earlier mention of I
"The Audubon Society," said. government metal bands:
Last
ing years of love, ambition, high
Tenants Harbor and who were those 1 Front row. left to right: Taylor, Duff. Glover. Anderson, McPhee. Back row: Hary, Dudlry, McCarty. Prof. Bucheister, "prefers to see a year 3600 gulls were banded, and
character and adventure; pirate
i
changed
attitude
on
the
part
of
the
!
500
return:
showed
ihsni
to
have
families living there in 1776? What
Connon, Mosher, LaCrosse, Raekliff.
gold comes in with ending of hap
does he mean by "Land-Tacks?" Is
_____________________________ people, and this, it believes, can be migratet. as far south as Yucatan
piness ever after. A refreshing,
Uie "Village call'd Madamcook" now
I accomplished only through educa- a id as far west as Cleveland. The
delightful story of mother and son,
with
three
runs.
A
rally
by
A
&
tion."
speaker made the ra’’ ? - surprising
Friendship?
with school time love that lasts.
P
In
this
inning
was
killed,
after
H M. Ship Scarborough wasn't
Tlie National Organization has statement that mcit of the gulls
Very worthy ones reading. The
the
first
two
men
hit
safely
to
the last one that has been held up
many Junior clubs and schools, and cor.cnJiate around New York and
book ls beautifully bound with ex
score a run, as the last three went
by feg in the vicinity of Tenants
this year enrolled its six-millionth Boston harbois. Tee white and
Will
Go
Overboard
At
cellent printing.
K 8 F.
down ln order. The score;
Harbor. On page 171 is a very in
child member. The year's total en gray p'umage so much admired on
By MOSHER
Snow's Shipyard
Thomaston Monday—
teresting explanation of how Major
rollment was 205.000, acquired in the seagulls is attained only after
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COLD CASH
for HOTfays

HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW
For Your “Rent Money”

ROCKLAND’S NEW

AUTOMOBILE DRIVERS’ SCHOOL

KEN’S SERVICE STATION
Union Street, Just North of Park Street

NOTICE!
In accordance with Governor
Sorrows’ proclaraatlon of lime 14,
[940, calling for registration of all
iliens in the State, we, the under
signed request that all such aliens
Iving In Rockland, appear at the
Issessors’ office at once for regts.
ration.
(Signed)
A. J. Bird,
WUlls L Ayer,
Tyler M. Coombs,

Board of Assessors.
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WATER PIPES RENEWED
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SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
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S. E. EATON
TKL. 1187-R,

ROCKLAND, ME.

their examinations for Drivers’ Licenses
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Very Reasonable Price*
If you ever want a Home, don’t miss seeing these

MAKE YOUR APPOINTMENT NOW
Learn To Drive the Easy, Yet Efficient Way!

at once

Telephone Ken’s Service Station

Terms can be arranged on some of them.

28.7 M UN STREET.
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 1154 OR 330
FOSS HOUSE. 77 PARK STREET
81T&Stf

ation.

Has already enrolled 18 persons who will shortly be ready to take

Monthly, quarterly or semi-annually payment
of interest, to suit your budget.

3.

5% on mortgages in good standing interest
paid when due—'No Tax Liens, and the loan
amortized in I 5 years.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

EDWIN D. KENRICK, Prop.

Office Phone 8910

2.

Residence Phone 112-M

87*lt

Established 1868.

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
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The People’s Church

Sears Opens Fine New Order Office

So. Thomaston Young
Folks Showing Much In
terest In Religious Work

Collegians’ Chance
May Take Free Naval
Cruises and Receive
Midshipmen’s Pay

A very effective message was, Five thousand unmarried young
and women, boys and girls will meet brought
tbe congregation last men between 19 and 26 years with
ln the church school at noon. The
’
’
Endeavorer's inspiration hour will Sunday morning at the Peoples two years of college will have a
open at 6 15. The people’s evening Churchby Esther Mott Tripp and chance this Summer to cruise 30
Business In Great Waters
service will open at 7.30 with the Miss Margaret McKnigfht. Mrs <jays on a Navy warship, expense
A short time since I read ln
prelude and big sing assisted by the Tripp's beautiful solo, "Leave It frce ancj nUaufy for commissions as
The Courier-Gazette, a remark
instruments and the choir. "Flood With Him." and Miss McKnight's
'
able article written by a Thom
and Fire Protection" will be the sub- *rvke 'Tlw Worship of God reAppfica!l0*s are
taken at
aston man, of his experience in
Ject of Mr. MacDonald's repeat ser Through Nature
the great gale Nov. 1898. when
combined to Naval District and Naval Reserve
mon. There will be a baptismal bring a
the Portland went down. Few
that will be long Headquarters and at the Navy
remembered. Mrs Tripp also sang Recruiting
"
service at this hour.
have ever been in position to
Station. Federal Build
•
•
•
•
"Open
Mine
Eyes."
She was accom- ing, 76 Pearl street. PortlamL As
describe with exactitude the
_____
______________
panled
by
Mrs.
Belle
Tyler
of
conditions off Cape Cod ln that
At the Congregational Church the
part of the Navy expansion pro
awful storm. By expert sea
service of public worship at 10.30 Rockland.
gram, the Government will pay
a m The theme of the sermon by
This community greatly regrets travel expenses and stand the cost
manship their craft found safety
Rev. Corwin H. Olds will be "Scene the departure of Mrs. Tripp for of food, lodging, uniforms and
in Nauset harbor, or anchored
at Mt. Sinai." continuing the series her home ln Massachusetts. Slip other equipment.
in its lee. My charts warn all
of sermons on pen pictures from the has given most generously of her
strangers from making the at
Candidates who successfully comBible
itime and ability. Her wonderful pjete the 30-day cruise are eligible
tempt.
------------------i personality and lovely voice will fOr appointment as Naval Reserve
In addition to the graphic ac
count of their plight, I was in
The Maine State Employment lln«er lon« 1,1 the memories of Midshipmen and enrollment In a
terested in his statement that
manager.
)those fortunate enough to have so-day course on shore to qualify
Service, John
vvz.... W
... Trott
—........
......
them for appointment as Ensigns
he saw the Pentagoet steering
placed 16 applicants this week. Ap-' 1, heard
‘iear<1 her.
her.
Mrs. McKay, wife of Rev. Don ln the Volunteer Reserve.
a N.N.E. course for Monhegan,
plications for the position of tool
Oiixlses will begin periodically
ald McKay, who is spending a few
about 111 miles distant. On her
dresser were included.
weeks at Pleasant Beach, will ad until Jan. 15, 1941 Gunnery, navi
trip east before. I noted a marine
dress the C.V.A. meeting Sunday gation, engineering, communica
protest for her master, but on
Fred C. Oatcombe of Snow’s Ship night at 7 o'clock. Mrs. McKay is tions, and other technical skills
this trip her regular Captain.
yard,
Inc.,
will
be
guest
speaker
at
a talented speaker and her message will be taught.
Oris Ingraham was in command.
the Kiwanis meeting Monday night. is bound to prove valuable and InDuring the three-months' shore
He was one of four famous
Meantime, on Sunday, the annual terestlng to everyone. These Sun- course, candidates will receive the
brothers of whom Rockland was
picnic will be held at the Orne cot day night meetings are conducted ' same pay and allowances as Midproud.
tage, Crawford Lake.
entirly by the young people, with shipmen of the regular Navy. This
Nauset now boasts a one-tower
occasionally a guest speaker. Every j course, however, may be postponed
lighthouse, three flashes every
in order not to Interfere with col
Col, Charles Lindbergh, who with one is welcome
10 seconds; but at that time, all
lege courses or other civilian activi
Mrs. Lindbergh, has been spending
S. T.
Rockland seamen will remember,
ties.
the past week at the Morrow sum
three stubby lighthouse tn a row.
mer home, North Haven, passed NAZARENE TENT SERVICES
I
have
a
beautiful
photograph
WATERFRONT RIPPLES
series at Watts hall
through the city Thursday night on
of them.
Church of tlie Nazarene services
Aug 31-Sept 2—Blue Hill fair.
their
way
back,
presumably
to
New
A stiff southwest breeze gave the
How far did the staunch little
tomorrow will be in the tent at cor sail?
These four eharming misses were highlights of Thursday's opening of the handsome new order office of
sat fans a lively tussle Sun
Jersey.
Pentagoet
get
after
darkness
REUNIONS
ner
Pleasant
street
and
Broadway.
“Sears" at 433 Main street. They are. left to right: Manager, Vrlma Byrnes; Assistant Manager, Dorothy
day in the official opening of the
Aug 1-'Ingraham Family: 60th an
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and
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when
nual. at Penobscot View Orange hall. Sherman: Norma Havener and Virginia Merriam. Floral gifts and well wishers greeted the start and an inter
Europe’s war, forcing cancella the pastor will lead a special chil weekly contests, and the boats
the smother of snow that was
Olen Cove.
ested public thronged the store all day.
showed up well in the prelims. New
tion of foreign study this Summer, dren's chorus.
to be her shroud? Only Ood
entries were noted. The high spot
has resulted ln a record-breaking
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that,
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distributed
at
at
3
when
the
Messenger
Quartet
could
do.
her
brave
Captain
ln her native element after a source }
26th annual Summer session. Of from Eastern Nazarene College, John O. Snow and Mr. Philbrick.
back at his desk at the cement plant
the city store Tuesday.
assuredly did. Somewhere out
ln beauty culture at Bnow's yard.
________ _____
__
The colony is growing dally at the
ficial figures released by President Wollaston,
after a week's illness.
Mass,____
will___
sing. The
there he and his crew met the
Daniel L. Marsh and Prof Atlee sermon will be given by Rev. Earl I waterfiont. people enjoying the acMaster of all storms. The 107th
Much
interest
ls
shown
in
the
Mrs. Helen Carlson will preach
Bovs Who Were On Duty concert of the Baptist Choral So Psalm describes Just such an L Percy, director of the Summer H. Lee. The evening service will be j tivities while sitting ln their cars,
Mrs. Elsa Constantine is having
Sunday at the First Baptist Church
At Training Station 22
event and the same kind of ! program, show 1720 students regis at 7.30 when the pastor expects to! Notices are being posted, asking
ciety in Thomaston July 31 at 7.45
ln Paris Hill, this being her former her annual vacation from the su
tered for courses Including Elizabeth sneak on the subject of "The Di-! folk-* to park unoccupied cars away
o'clock.
A
group
from
the
Gardiner
seamen: "So he bringeth them
perintendent of school's office.
pastorate.
Years Ago Having Reunion Choral Society wiU assist. Miss into
Sawyer Hagar, 63 Grace street.
vine Insurance." Tlie quartet will] from Hie regular space for spectatheir desired haven."
slng. There will be services every tors.
Members
of
ThTNaval
Reserve
Marjorie
Gibson,
harpist,
of
Santa
The
Pentagoet
never
reached
A concert will be held WednesdayThe class of 1920, Rockland High
Albert E. Crockett employed as
the haven toward which Captain 'carpenter at the cement plant fell night this week except Saturday at1 The yacht Oceanic from Bristol
night at the public landing by the School, will have a reunion July 27 Force, which had its headquarters at Barbara. Calif., a pupil of Carlos
7.30.
was ln the harbor Sunday. She has
Ingraham was steering when he
Rockland City Band. The band will at Crescent Beach Inn. Dinner will the Training Station opposite Ran Salzedo, will appear in two so'.os.
from a staging Thursday afternoon
Monday night will be another the peculiar make-up of one mast
was last seen, but they all well
play Id Belfast tomorrow afternoon be served at 6 oclock. The com- kin block during the World War.
may have made a quiet harbor, 1 and plunged and rolled Into the Quartet Night. Tlie entire service und two sets of sails.
mittee In charge is having excel- 1917-1818. are in the city today for, Class ol 1904. R.HB is to hold
bottom of a limerock quarry. At will be in charge of the quartet
Jerry yafiades has a new outFeature attractions at Strand lent reports as to the expected at- a reunion and with the Thorndike its annual reunion at the Unlvernot on any earthly chart, but
Knox Hospital, where he was at They will sing special request num- bonr(j motorboat, and has been busy
Theatre the coming week: Sunday. tendar.ee. For transportation, call Hotel as headquarters.
provided by the "loving kindness
salist. vestry. Rockland. Friday
tended by Dr. F. F. Brown, he bers along with their arranged prosveck putting racing compoundMonday and Tuesday, ''Untamed.'' 534-J as soon as possible.
of their Lord."
nlglvt, July 26. with supper at 7
"Tenchun!”
was found to be suffering from con graifl. Everyone ls invited to at- on ber
with Ray Milland. Patricia Morison
—
William
A.
Holman
o'clock.
It
is
hoped
a
large
num

Thus reads the general orders sent
cussion. a fractured bone in his tend all services.
and Akim Tamiroff; Wednesday
A float has been installed on the
ber of class members together with
right foot, lacerations on scalp and
Mrs Nancy Savage, author cf out from Boston, telling how “The their families will attend. Final
and Thursday. "Our Town' with
south side of the public landing.
Rockland Canoe Club" would mo
Haiti
ls
shipping
large
quantities
Dr.
Guy
Wilson
will
speak
at
]
forehead
and
severe
body
bruises.
those
charming
Happv
Hope
Farm
William Holden and Martha Scott;
supper reservations at 50 cents a 10.30 tomorrow morning on “God's His condition despite these casual of coconut braid, used In making It was formerly a State ferry, and
bilize.
Friday and Saturday, E. G. Robin anecdotes, has presented this paper
has been repaired and has a new
plate should be made not later than Reappearing Lights" at the Metho ties was reported as “good."
“
Forty-eight
hours
of
fun,"
says
with a seed from the wooden rose
son in “Brother Orchid."
strw hats.
top.
Monday;
call
Mrs.
H.
O.
Heistad.
the
notice.
dist
Church.
Sunday
School
meets
which she interestingly described in
Tel.
Camden
2432.
"Pack
the
old
sea
bag;
wash
and
at
9.30.
Tuesday
prayer
servioe
ls
Clerks of Courts from Maine's
Commander Douglas W. Fuller a recent letter. The plant grows
at 7 p. m.
16 counties will assemble in this
went with Donald H. Fuller on his indoors, and blossoms after two scrub the hammock; ditty boxes well
• ♦ • •
Three
young
ladies
from
Waldo

packed
until
you
get
to
Roockland.
city next Wednesday to hold an
Boston trip this week and if one years.
“Then, oh Gob, this will be one boro virited The Courier-Gazette
"The Garden of the Lord." ls to evening business session in Clerk
thinks they can go to the city and
office
Thursday,
bearing
between
real time. You can have plenty of
Oriffln's domain. Thursday will be
not see Rocklandltes they miss thei:
Fred C. Green, that versatile and
tnem the corpse of a curious critter be the subject of the sermon used
guess—Dr. John Tibbetts. Fred C. entertaining staff writer of the , eats. So get on deck and bring the
,n which locked something like a glori by Rev. C. A. Marstaller at the devoted mainly to sight seeing and
Black and Harry G. Mayo were all Boston Transcript, is down on his 1
fied black spider. The bug. or what Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church other diversions, with a shore dinseen during the two days' trip, annual vacation, a guest with Mrs or
... call upon
-. Andy Bun ton. 13 Oak- ever it was. came to grief on John for the morning service at 10.30. ner at Rockledge Inn. Spruce Head.
which, of course, included attend Green at the latter’s former home ^dgc Mroad' Atlantic’ North Quincy, Flanders' farm, when the proprietor, Special music will Include a solo The State Prison and the Knox
ance upon the Boston Red Sox- in Thomaston. Fred is one of the Mass.
bv Mrs. Eleanor Libby and a selec- memorial “Montpelier,” are among
Andy Bunton was the first arrival while mowing, forestalled Its at tion by the Nazarene mble quartet, j the places which will be visited.
Detrolt Tigers baseball.
busiest quill-pushers in the Boston
tempts to crawl into a hole. Norman
and
with
him
came
Arthur
Burtnewspaper game, and Noah Web
Lermond. the well known na- Sunda.v School Is called to order Walter Clark of Aroostook County
News was received here yesterday ster must have coined the word nett of Somerville. Mass., who Is W.
21/2 Miles North of Rockland—Route 1
turalist,
was shown the specimen at Ute and Young Peoples meet- is president.
of the death in Saugus. Mass . of "genial" after making his ac chairman of the Massachusetts Al yesterday, and found It such a rare ‘"S at 6 ®c’dth Miss Lucycoholic Beverage Commission.
Ralph Reed. 54. who was formerly quaintance.
A successful card party was held
that his eyes fairly sparkled MUnroe as lej4er. For
The big feature of the reunion will one
employed at the Swift Beef Com
SPECIAL DINNERS ARRANGED DAILY
at Chisholm's vacant store Tuesday
An
official
report
will
be
given
In
servlM
at
715
the
public
will
be
pany’s plant ln this qity. and whose
The annual meeting of the Knox be the banquet at The Thorndike due season
I privileged to hear Miss Carrie Tar- night, managed by the welnle com
widow was formerly Elizabeth Memorial Association will be held at Hotel tonight. Mr. Bunton was con
’____________
j bell of Gordon College. The girls' mittee of St. Bernard's lawn party
Plummer of Rockland Mr Reed “Montpelier," Thomaston, July 25. fident that there would be 25 mem
Summer
visitors
from
all
sections
quartet will sing. Mid-week prayer —Mary Johnson, Kathleen Duff,
had been away from this city for at 10.30 D.S.T. At 2 p. m. there will bers of the Canoe Club from the
of
this
coastal
area
are
enjoying
to
meeting Tuesday evening at 7.30. Mildred O'Donnell and Lucy Ball.
17 years but leaves many friends be a program in the oval room put Boston sector, and that there would the full the bowling privileges at j
[ Bridge prizes went to Mrs. Lawrence
. • • .
hen to cherish his memory. Com- ()n
chUdren of {he AmPri£n be upward of 59 at the banquet, ln
Community Building alleys. These
“Life" is the subject of the Les- Mills. Mrs. Edward Chisholm.
mittal services will be held at
connection
with
which
a
business
Our prices are reasonable, our food is of the best,
Srtnn, cemcterv. Monday afteT- Revolution,
Carfine alleys are open every day ex- son-Sermon that will be read ln George Ryan, David McCarty, Mrs.
Achorn
,
. , ,_directed by___Miss
,
a
J. F. Foley. Mrs. Willis Anderson.
Appleby,
president,
noon at 2 oclock.
I meta A
PPlebJ' State P
resident' C meeting will be held.
cept
Sunday,
6
to
11.,
and
local
folk
all
churches
of
Christ.
Scientist,
our
surroundings are pleasant, our service is very
The banquet will be a shore din
Donald Perry. Arlene DrinkA. R. Colonial costumes. Sandwiches,
and Summer guests alike are wel- throughout the world July 21. The Mrs.
ner
affair,
and
there
will
be
music
water;
cribbage,
William
J.
Ryan
good,
our dinners are prepared by experts, and we
come. The atmosphere is quiet and Golden Text is: "This is life eter- of Brighton, Mass.; rummy, Mary
Lester B Plummer, a lifelong cake, ice cream and soft drinks and oratory.
will
be
on
sale
all
day.
the
whole
building,
alleys
and
all.
na
i,
that
they
might
know
thee
can
serve
you most anything from a sandwich to a
resident of Rockland, leaves shortly
Welcome. Naval Veterans!
Lou Duff.
immaculate. There is a fine visi- the only true God. and Jesus Christ
for Roxbury, Mass. where he will
full
shore
dinner.
BORN
tor gallery and the alleys are cool whOm thou hast sent" (Jo in 17: 3).
make his future home, and where
A Wiscasset despatch in this
—At Knox Hospital. July 20. to
The Rockland Flying Club has at all times. Alleys may be reserved The citations from the Bible lnhe ls to be employed as custodian MrBird
morning's Press Herald said: "A
and Mrs Theodore Bird, a son.
WHY NOT COME UP THIS WEEKEND?
been
organized
with
Dr.
H.
J.
Weisby
request.
During
ihe
past
week
]
c
j
ut
j
e
the
following
passages:
“
The
for the Hebrew Young Men's As
man as president. Richard P Bird there were parties from tlie Samo- righteousness ot thy testimonies is man about 33 years old who gave
sociation. The departure of Mrs
MARRIED
the
name
of
Wheeler
and
his
resi

MRS. O. G. KALLOCH, manager, formerly of Drift Inn
vice president, and William H. Blake set and Camden several nights and everlasting: give me understand
Plummer will be especially regretted
87-lt
Collins-Oakes At Waldoboro. July
The* ozone a group from Port Clyde All con ing, and I shall live" (Psalms 119; dence as Rockland, was arrested
ln patriotic circles which she has so 14 Maurice Collins of Appleton and secretary-treasurer.
here last night and charged with
ably served as department presi Miss Arlene Oakes of Liberty —By Rev navigators Wednesday night tend veniences of the building are avail 144).
attempting to break Into the cloth
• • • •
ered a farewell banquet to Lieut. able for Summer folk and the In
dent of the Daughters of Union O. O Barnard
ing store of Stanley Dodge. Dodge
Ellery D. Preston, who has gone to formation Bureau at the Chamber
Veterans of the Civil War. presi
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal), who resides next door to his store,
DIED
join the Army Air Corps. Lieut. of Commerce remains open until 7 Rev.
dent of Ruth Mayhew Tent and
E O. Kenyon, rector, the serv saw the man lurking about the
From that time until
liman At Vinalhaven. July 16. Elza Preston carried with him on his de each night.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps. For
E.. wife of Alfred Brown, aged 70 years
11 o'clock custodian J. N. Southard ices fcr tomorrow will be appropri premises when he returned home
parture
an
officer's
trunk
and
trav

several years she has been press Interment
ln Ocean View cemetery
ate for the ninth Sunday after Trin late, and notified police. Night
Reed At 8augu». Mass
July IS. eling bag with the compliments of Is always available for information,
agent for these organizations which
etc.
• ity: Matins at 7.10. Holy Com officer Alton Erskine found Wheel
Reed, formerly of Rockland and his associates.
have abundant reason for feeling Ralph
munion at 7.S0. Holy Eucharist and er hiding in a freight car. Wheeler
Bucksport, aged 54 years Committal
grateful for thc publicity they have service
Achorn cemetery. Monday at
"Tops in Taste" is the superb sermon at 10.30, Vespers at 7.30 p. m. allegedly admitted trying to break
obtained through her news items 3 p m
The Vinalhaven team will Jour
I Thursday, the Feast of St James the Into the store."
and articles in The Courier-Ga
ney to Rockland Sunday to play new E. & M Pineapple Ice Cream. j Apostle. Mass at 7 a. m. Friday,
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
zette. Mrs. Plummer has been very
Ask for It by name, "E & M.'s Pine I feast of S. S Joachim and Anne,
Whereas. Our Heavenly Father ln
Raising flowers Indoors without
devoted to her work and loyal to a Hu Infinite wisdom has again entered against the Pirates at Community
Park
at
3.
This
will
be
thc
first
apple
Ice cream."
£5-87 parents of the B V.M. Mass 7 a m. soil is made practical for amateur
degree to the organizations of our midst and tAken from us one of
There will be a piecting of th?
o-ir beloved charter members, brc.her time since the Pirates have been
which she is a member.
gardeners by the recent Introduc
W Sampson
playing that Vinalhaven has been
Awnings, large or small, hammock Vestry at the rectory Friday eve tion of a flowerpot specially de
Resolved, that we bow ln humble
ning
at
7.45.
here.
The
last
four
seasons
Rock

How a century-old royal curse submission to His sublime will know
• • • •
ing that He docth all things well Re land has gone to the Island and tops, chair backs and seats, boat
signed to feed plants chemically.
is recalled by King Leopold's sur solved
that we of North Haven Orange has always been beaten by the covers. All sorts of canvas work
"Put
On
Your
Robes" will be the
render is revealed ln a full page, il extend our heart felt sympathy to the
Chiefs. However this year's Pirates Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1262-W. subject of the sermon at the First
lustrated feature in the American bereaved wife and son
Thousands of wild camels were
Resolved that as a token of our love look strong enough to put wp a 16 Willow St.
Weekly Magazine with the July 21st and
73-tf Baptist Church Sunday morning at seen recently near Bourke, Aus
esteem we drape our charter tn good battle and with Phil Brown
10.30.
There
will
be
special
music
Boston Sunday Advertiser.
8/n the memory of our bcother
by the choir. Live classes of men tralia.
Resolved that a copy of these resolu hurling for Vinalhaven and "Whit"
tions be spread upon our records also Whitman for Rockland, a battle
■ ent to the bereaved ones and to the
DANCE
of southpaws is looked forward to.
Courier-Oazette for publication
FRANCIS I. TILLSON
NORTH WARREN
Mcribah L. Crockett. Hiram S Bev Phil stood the Pirates on their
erage Hazel Pendleton, committee on heads tlie last time out but with
WHITE OAK GRANGE
resolutions.
Carpenter and Builder
LaCrosse. Flanagan and Karl bang
North Haven. July 18. 1940
TUESDAY,JULY 23
ing the ball at their present clip Music by BUD CLARK and his Band
11 MEADOW RD., THOMASTON
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
It may be another story Sunday.
Admission 25 Cents, plus tax
PHONE 45-4
Whereas, our Orange circle has
85-87
____
53Th-S-tf again been broken and the Divine
Master has called from our midst our
Beano Monday 745, store next
-OFbeloved slater Annie Foss to Join the
Invisible ranks of the great Orange Chisholm's Spa. bv handicraft com
Your travel worries are gone when you travel on
above
mittee St. Bernard's lawn party.
Resolved that In the death of our
this all luxury train at only 2 rents per mile.
slater North Haven Grange has sus Free games and specials. Adm 25c.
87-lt
tained the loss of a faithful loyal —adv.
Across 9 States in daylight—A ride on "The East
members, who was always willing to
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN,

July 21- Rockport—Concert by Cur
tis String Quartet at Capt. Ecus' Boat
Barn
July 24 — Camden — Open Gardens
Day; tea at Bok Amphitheatre.
July 24—Port Clyde—Baptist Circle
Fair at Library
July 24—Rockport — Baptist Ladles'
Circle Fair on Church lawn.
July 24-25—Annual meeting ot Clerk
of Courts Association ot Maine ut the
Knox County Court Honu
July 25 — Friendship — Carnival at
school house lawn and ballgrbund
July 27—Reunion of Rockland High
School, class of 1920 at Crescent Beach
Inn
July 20—Lawn party of St. Bern
ard's Parish
July 31—Thomaston—Annual concert
of Baptist Choral Society
Aug. 1-22—Annual Summer reunion
of Castine Normal School at Sandy
Point
Aug. J—Union — Eastern Star fleld
day
Aug 7-10—Rockport- Regatta Sports
men's Show
Aug 9— Wotnenu Educational Club
picnic with Mrs Flora Ulmer hostess
Aug. #—Thomaston — Flrat Summer
Theatre Play at Watts hall
Aug 14—Martinsville—Ladles Circle
fair at Orange hall.
Aug 14—Owls Head—Church fair at
library
Aug 15- Warren Concert at Baptist J
Church
Aug 16 — Thomaston — Pine Tree
Stagers second Summer Theatre Play
Series at Watts hall
Aug 20-23—Union Fair
Aug 23 —i Thomaston — Pine Tree
8tagers. third Summer Theatre Play
scries at Watts hall
Aug 26 Three Quarter Century Club
meets at Old Orchard Beach.
Aug 27 — Camden — Mcgunticook
Orange fair.
Aug 27-29- Damariscotta Fair
Aug 30 — Thomaston — Pine Tree
Stagera. fourth Summer Theatre Play

SERMONETTE

Naval Vets Here

HALL.

RESTAURANT AND CABINS
LOBSTER

STEAK

FISH

AUCTION
ANTIQUES

Seaplane Service
NORTH HAVEN

Leave Daily Except Sunday
Standard Time
Rockland.
8. A. M„ 2.15 P. M.
Vinalhaven,
8.15 A.M., 2.30 P. M.
North Haven, 8.25 A. M.. 2.40 P. M
$2.00 EACH WAY

ISLAND AIRLINES, Inc.
Next to Public landing. Tri. 338

do her best
Resolved, that we extend to the
bereaved husband, sister and niece
our heartfelt sympathy ln their loss.
And be It Resolved, that our charter
be draped In memory of our sister. A
copy of these resolutions he sent to
the members of the family also re
corded In the records of the order
and a copy >ent to the Courier-Ga
zette for publication
Merlbah L Crockett, Hiram 8 Bev
erage? Hazel Pendleton, committee on
resolutions
North Haven. July 18. 1940

66-tf
There may be better things to do
of a Sunday than to take one of
thc Penobscot Bay cruises on steam
ers North Haven or W. S. White,
but if there is. it is not a matter of
record. The steamers leave Till
son's wharf at 9 in the morning and
return in the late afternoon. The
North Haven goes to Swan's Island
with stops at North Haven and
FUNERAL HOME
Stonington. The White goes to
Ambulance Service
Vinalhaven.
Shore dinners are
availablosat both places if desired.
TELEPHONES
Cocl, Invigorating, hours filled with
888, 781-1 or 781-U
beauty and cool comfort. No traf
fic, no strain, no bother and very111-112 LIMEROCK STREET
inexpensive. The steamers leave at
ROCKLAND, ME.
9, daylight time, and sail home
119-tt
through the sunset;
*

Of course you have read "Come
Spring." Why not run up to Union,
Its home site, and have luncheon,
tea or supper at "Ye Green? Arbour"
on the banks of the St Georges
River, Route 17 Tel. Union 26-11.
—adv.

prised thc home furnishings of the late Nelson B.

WILL BE SOLD AT AUCTION

£

BURPEE’S

Ambulance Service

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
» CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. M2
ROCKLAND, ME,

88-tf

an everlasting guarantee.

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,
INC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION & THOMASTON

From land to) Maine every day to Worcester, New
Haven. New York. Newark, Trenton, Philadelphia,
Wilmington, Baltimore and Washington.
For two pennies a mile you get an Individually re
served seat; three-way reclining chair; a Grill car
where the highest priced plate meal is only 55c; a
Tavern I.oungc car; Soda fountain; Free news
papers and magazines; Radio—X
luxurious Club on wheels.

Cobb of the firm of Fuller-Cobb-Davis,

HERE cannot but be
comfort as well as pride
in the thought that the
memorial chosen, placed and
dedicated is the finest that
it is possible to acquire. Mod
est or imposing, Guardian
Memorials represent beauty
unsurpassed — permanence
that endures through centuries
to come. They are surprisingly
reasonable in price.
The Guardian Memorial Bond b

CLAMS

Wind" is truly the travel sensation of 1940.

The choice collection of rare antiques which com

T

CHICKEN

MONDAY, JULY 22

TYPICAL FARES

and continuing through the week

Rockland-

at the

New York

N. B. COBB COLONIAL HOME

$8.45

Ask your nearest Agent
for schedules and fares.

RocklaiulPhiladelphia 11.15

558 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

Rockland-

A limited number of choice, carefully selected antique pieces will
he added to Mr. Cobb's collection for the auction

ALBERT S. PETERSON, MgrRALPH B CHENEY, Auctioneer.

86-87

Washington 13.85

You wiU be glad to'say
"1 have ridden 'The East Wind'"

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 20.1940
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WALDOBORO

Knox Arboretum

Studying Hard At Quoddy

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheffield
returned Sunday to Worcester,
Famous Institution Has
Mass., after spending a vacation
with
Mrs.
Sheffield's
mother,
Mrs.
Many Callers—Some of
MRS- LOUISE M3LLEB
Viola Kuhn.
the Recent Donations
Correspondent
Mrs. William Gross of Gross
ftftftft
Neck visited recently with Mrs.
Knox Arboretum, July 19
Dewey Winchenbach.
Tel. 27
These are busy days at the Ar
Mr. and Mi's. Beg of Peabody.
boretum. Tourist visitors are ar
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Cooney en Mass., were recent visitors at Mr.
riving
thick and fast. Wednesday
tertained members of the Historical and Mrs. Charles Kaler’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Fales Smith, from
Mrs. Viola Kuhn is visiting the
Society at October Parm Friday
Mt Vernon, with two lady friends
night. Mrs. Frederick Brummitt New York World's Fair.
called to see the museum.
gave a paper entitled. "Early Days
Albert Davis of Massachusetts
Mrs. Fales Smith has nt her home
In the Waldoboro School."
called recently on Mr. and Mrs.
in Pennsylvania a beautiful weep
Mrs. Bertha Repucci of Revere. Clifford Winchenbach.
ing Japanese cherry tree which she
Mass., is guest of her sister, Mrs.
Byron Mills is confined to his
ls donating to the Harpswell Gar
, home by illness.
Joseph De Napoli.
den Club as the Knox Arboretum
Miss Eleanor Winchenbach ls
Miss Anne Dalev of Augusta is
tree. The original tree was obtained
weekend guest of Mrs. Cassie Sim- employed at The Thompson Inn
by Mr. Smith in Japan 20 years ago.
Solid Color and Stripes
! at South Bristol.
This cherry tree will be sent to us
mons.
! The Wesley Society will hold its
Gabardine,
Spun Rayon,
next Spring Mrs. Smith is a di
Mrs. Oral Ludwig, Cedric Achorn, annual Fair Aug. 7 at the Church
rect descendant of Gorge Washing
Miss Maxine Achorn and Richard with an entertainment in the eve
Silk Jersey, Denim
ton's sister, and is a member of the
Achorn have been visitors recently ning.
DARs and of "The Cincinnati,"
in Worcester, Mass.
Mrs. Wesley Wincapaw has re
founded by Gen. Henry Knox
Miss Alfreds Ellis ls employed at turned home from Massachusetts
A very rare fossil Nudebranch, in
Sunset Camps in Jefferson.
after spending several weeks with
perfect coiuiition, on the inside of
her
daughter.
a halved bAch pebble, from Gaspe
Supt. A. D. Gray has been ap
Peninsula. Canada, was donated to
pointed to serve as a member of
the museum collection of fossils bythe Maine State Advisory Com EAST LIBERTY
Peggy Westerfield of Damariscotta.
mittee of the National Youth Ad
French Crepe. Denim,
Mr. and Mrs. James Averill of
Fossil shells in a glacial rock gift
ministration.
Monmouth were guests Sunday of
Gabardine or Poplin
of
William
Ring
of
North
Waldo

Tag day will be observed July 27 Mr. and Mrs. B A. Eastman
boro.
for the benefit of the Lincoln
Mrs. Carl L. Adams is at E. B.
Mr and Mrs. Harold L. Seiders of
County Home for the Aged.
[ Whitaker's for a few days caring
Portland were recent callers. Mr.
Out-of-town persons who attend I for Mrs Ella Rowe who is ill and
Seiders is much interested ln In
ed the funeral Wednesday of A. E. also assisting with the housework
dian relics and has a large private
Edwin Ryan is employed on con
Boggs were: Mrs. Ruby Stone,
collection.
Westboro, Mass.. Mrs. Milton Ware, struction work in Exeter.
Mr and Mrs. H. C Stranckmeyer
Worcester, Mass.. H. C. Buzzell. Collins-Oakes
and children of Quincy, Ill. were
Maurice
Collins
of
Appleton
and
Belfast; O. E. Oay, Daniel Bisbee,
mucii pleased with our museum col
lections.
Weston Hilton, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Arlene Oakes of Liberty were unit___ ____
Mrs. Alton Decrow of Talbot
Hanley,
all of Damariscotta. Mr ed ln marriage July 14 in WaldoWith
a
highly
commendable
is
notable
for
its
emphasis
on
thei
in
favor
of
those
in
the
defense
avenue, Rockland, has donated a
and Sirs. LeForest Etheridge, Mrs. 1 boro by Rev. O. G Barnard They
Aviation me- trade
large lot of rose bushes and other
Minnie Cushman, Mrs. Clara i were attended by Frank and Dycal record for past accomplishments, defense trades.
Upon arrival on the Project, each
chanics, machine shop, radio, ga
|
Coombs of Newcastle; Mr. and Mrs. Collins, relatives of the groom
Quoddy Regional Project. Quoddy rage. drafting, and aerial mapping. youth is given tests designed to plants.
Mr and Mrs. Charles W Melville
Adelbert Callahan and Mr. and j Mr. Collins is the son of Mr. and Village, Me,. opened its seventh aways popular units, will be given
sliow
his
adaptability
for
various
of Newton Center,, Maas., came to
Mrs. Howard Richardson of Port- Mrs. Dwight Collins and has reland
' cently served three years in the work experience project July 15 even more attention this period, types of work, and every considera see our shell collection. Mr Mel- |
an enrollment of nearly 500 Jn addition, units tn welding, forg- tion is given for hls qualifications ville is a member of the Boston
A delegation of Legionnaires and U. S Army. Mrs. Collins is the with
youths. Facing a great deal of ing. and foundry are being set up j as shown by these tests. Should Shell Club and of the International
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Keller.
•
Pine Tree Stagers at Watts hall Stackhouse; senior boys and girls,
67-92 city water
A E BRUNBERG, Tel.
Except -Except rt'S Dally ~~
Reports' from Milwaukee state
79-tf
Sat. & Mq Daily
Lewis Clark of Camden is at the
Sat.
Thomaston. Aug. 9. Summer the- Rev- Mr- French; handwork, boys,
MEN, Women! Get Pep Raw Oyster 197-W or 151-W City.
S*t 4(6a Except’3
Sun.
that
the
British
have
purchased
a
sun.
Sun
home of hls grandmother, Mrs. M. stimulants, tonics ln Ostrex tablets
COTTAGE at Holiday Beach to let by
atres
are
more
popular,
this
year
E
11
*
5
s
P
ear
3d;
music
'
Mrs
Carrle
A.M.A.M.P.M.
often needed after 40 by bodies lack month or aeason; lights, spring water;
A.M.A.M.PM.A.M.
than last, and the group at Thom- Wyllie; story teller, Miss Ella Sim- half million cases of evaporated A. Fogler.
Ing Iron, calcium, phosphorus,/Iodine, shore lot Tel. 237-W or 625. 115 Park
Ar. 19.45 11.45 5.30
5.00 *8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Miss Edna Ranta of Georges Vitamin
aston is working hard to make the m<>ns; treasurer, Miss Irene Sim- skim milk and five million pounds
««•»*
B-l Get 35c size today. Call, St Cltv
of powdered skim milk and that River road has been visiting her write C. H. MOOR & CO and all other
9.05|
|
I Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
I
I
I
series of four plays memorable.
j mons.
good
drug
storey
________________
83’
98
Lv. 8.30 10.30 4.15
6.15 10.00 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
Placed in front of a London
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Miner. Mrs.! Much of the success of the work they are now negotiating for an sister Mrs. Elmer Starr this week.
Ladlea—RellaDle hair goods at Rock church recently, a sign reads: "If
Read Up
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Lermond of
Madeline Stimpson of Pleasant Is due the teachers and to the other million cases of evaporated
land
Hair
Store,
24
Elm
St.
Mall
orders
• New York train connection Saturday only.
Point, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thomp- transportation service provided by and five million more pounds of Jefferson were callers Sunday at solicited. B. O. RHODES, Tel. 519-J your knees are shaking come in and
78-tf
R. J. Heald's.
son of Thomaston, and Mr. and.Mrs. Iza Teague In permitting the powdered milk.
79-S-W kneel on them,''

SENTEILCRANE'S

SPORT TOGS

fo/t warm tveRmeR^

Bathing Suits,

1.00 to 3.98

SLACK SUITS

$1.00 to $12.50

PLAY SUITS

$1.00 and $1.98

Jackets $1 to $5.98

Shorts, 59c to 1.98

Slacks, 59c to 5.95

Overalls,

1.00

In Everybody’s Column WANTED

A Pretender Soused

LOST AND FOUND

WARREN

FOR SALE

TO LET

Farin'£hats
I

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.

Summer Cottages

MISCELLANEOUS

VINALHAVEN
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent
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Every-Other-Day

Swan’s Island Church
Celebrates Its Fiftieth
Birthday—The Order
Of Service

NORTH HAVEN

CIVIL WAR VETERANS

Mrs. Lloyd Crockett returned
home Monday after spending a
week with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Washburn tn Perry, Me
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Coffin are
passing a vacation at the home of
Mrs. Coffin's parents, Rev. and
Mrs. H. F. Huse.
A party of about 20 in number
came from Rockland Thursday in
the Stanley power boat to enjoy
a moonlight sail across the bay.
Services Sunday will be held in
the Pulpit Harbor Church at 11
o’clock with sermon by Rev. Henry
F. Huse. During the summer music
is under the direction of Miss Vir
ginia Beverage. Evening service ls
at 830.

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

Vigor And Swing
Lines By “Ironquill” Win
a New Tribute For Late
Eugene Fitch Ware

A neighbor of this writer (only
After renovation and redecoraUon of its attractive church build- 1
What's the old proverb that be pepper; mix well. This may be 19 miles away) was Eugene Fitch
ing the Methodist Society, which
Ware, known to the world of poetry
gins “Be not the First by Whom served hot or cold.
has been actively at work on Swans ,
the News is tried?" We can't re Tomatoes Stuffed With Creamed
and good writers as "Ironqui 1;”
Island for 106 years, held services
member the rest of it and anyway
Corn
finding these paragraphs in a conof rededication Sunday, 50 years
it isn't particularly good advice
6 large tomatoes
■ temporary newspaper and feeling
after the present edifice was dedi- j
do you think? It's such fun to try
Salt and pepper
day,
deep interest in this 15th edition
cated. A remarkable feature of
new
furniture
arrangements,
new
1
tablespoon
chopped
onion
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Black ar this observance is the fact that
of his writings, I pm using the ar
hats,
new
foods
tn
the
market
and
2
tablespoons
butter
rived Thursday fromjrennessee and Kcv Oeorge M. Bailey, who 50
ticle that expresses my feelings for
3‘4 tablespoons flour
new
recipes.
Since
half
our
best
this friend of my younger days,
years ago, was Just beginning his
ideas
ln
recipes
are
sent
along
by
1U
cups
milk
Mrs. Joseph Black.
ministry as pastor of the Swans
"h-niiquill" Again
the reader and radio "family ’ who
m cups cooked corn
Fritz Anderson, Adolph Anderson Island Methodist Church. Is again
thought the results worth sharing
Peel tlie tomatoes, cut off the
New Englanders should rejoice at
and Fabian Rosen returned Thurs serving his first church as supply
Mrs. Annie P. Foss
you really aren't being too venture- stem end9 and scoop out the pulp. I the success which lias attended the
pastor, having retired from the
day from Rockland.
Inside with salt and , poems of a man who is, unfortuAnnie (Payne), wife of Lou 8. some when you try the suggested Sprinkle the inside
H. A. Townsend visited Thurs regular ministry after a half cen
pepper. Heat tomato shells in a (lately, half forgotten hereabout.
Poss died at her home July 15 after stunts.
tury
of
preaching.
That
Mr
Bailey
day ln Rockland.
Jerry Ellsworth tried cooking ten- moderately hot oven <375 degrees Eugene Fitch Ware. 'Tronqull!,’’
an illness of many weeks.
Edith Nickerson came Thursday who, as a Summer resident, has
Dice the pulp, sprinkle with salt,. was an authentic New Englander, a
Mrs. Foss was born in Yorkshire, der green peas without shelling 1
been closely associated with the
from Rcckland.
England, in the village of Cutters them, just wash the pods and put | P«Pper and drain. Cook onion in I native of Connecticut. If he had
life of the island during all these
« butter over low heat, stirring I stayed in this pari ot the country
worth, Dec. 19, 1871. Early in life them in boiling salted water. L
John Pendleton arrived Thurs years since hls flrst appointment
water. I instead of going to Kansas, after the
jccasionally. Place over hot water,
she came to this country and for the process of cooking the pod ^ccasionallv.
day from Brookline, M^ss.
to the church, presided over the
many years was a governess ln the open allowing the peas to fall to add flour and mix well. Add milk civi' wttr 1,nd becoming, first, a
Oreen River Trio furnished mu services of this anniversary day
home of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. the bottom, the pods rise to the gradually and cook, stirring con- harness-maker, then a lawyer, then
sic for the party held Wednesday in which the three churches of the
Lamont. In 1921 she was married top and can be skimmed out but stantly untill thickened. Season ■ United States pension commissioner
r.ight at Ledge Lodge. .
Island Joined, lent a very special
to Mr. Foss and had since had tier some of their delicate sweetness with salt and pepper and fold in a favorite ol 1 heodore Roo> eaielt,
Elmer Simmers went Thursday significance to the occasion.
home here, a beloved member of lingers. Cook fast until scum rises corn and tomatoes. Reheat. Drain Probably hls muse would have been
to Portland on a business trip.
Music for the morning worship
the Church, the Grange and the to the top, then skim and cook liquid from the tomato shells and ; 011 U'e job Just the same. But the
Mrs. Sada Robbins entertained Included an anthem by the united
product would have been different.
community. Bom in the neighbor slowly. Dress with butter, a pinch pour ln the creamed mixture.
the Neighborhood Club at her choirs of the three churches, and
It would probably not have had
Blackberry
and
Sour
Cherry
Jam
hood of the 14th’century reformer of sugar and salt and pepper Does
home Wednesday.
an organ lello duet iy Miss Helen
tlie
liomely.
huinoii if
qualilic.
314 cups (1 and % pounds) pre which have now made a fifteenth
and Bible translator, John Wycliffe, any experimental gardener grow
Mr and Mrs
Goss and I Hamm of Indiana Central College
it is not to be wondered at that she the "tout manger" peas that are pared fruit
daughter Hazel of Portland were and Miss Rosamond Salisbury of
edition necessary. A polite New
loved the Book and lived Its pre eaten pods and all? The Chinese
4*4 cups (2 pounds) sugar
guests Sunday at Rock-a-Way Inn. Melrose, Mass. After a service of
England environment would h&'ve
cepts. Hers was a patient con restaurants serve them but we’ve
1 box powdered fruit pectin
Miss Laura Shedd of Portland is baptism and reception of members
shamed him into conventionalities.
tinuance in well doing, and resig never found them in the markets.
To prepare fruit, crush thorough "The Washerwoman's Song," con
visiting Mr. and Mrs. L W. San by Mr. Bailey, Rev. A A Callaghan,
nation to the will of God
born.
While were trying tricks with ly or grind about one quart fully taining the well-kncwn lines:
.....
„
. D D„ superintendent of the AuFuneral services were held Wed vegetables do you ever serve string ripe blackberries. Pt about one With the Saviour for a friend.
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Robbins and ,
District, conducted the servnesday in the Thoroughfare Church beans, with cream sauce? Just a pound fully ripe cherries; crush He will help me In the end.
son Hervey, Jr., of Bangor are
0( rededlcatlon and delivered
conducteo by Rev. Henry F. Huse. cup of light cream heated in the thoroughly or grind.
Combine would have been laughed at as ba
gu<‘als °f ^eV and MrS Kenneth tbe morning sermon, using as his
Members of the Grange attended double boiler and when it’s very fruits. Measure sugar into dry thetic. His friends would have said
c „
„ „ .
.
’ text, “Ye shall know the truth, and
in a body. Members of the Lamont hot pour it slowly over one beaten dish and set aside until needed.
that he should not compete as a
Miss Laura B Sanborn of Au- the truth will make you free.' ’
.
family were also present.
gusta who visited her sister Mrs.
egg yolk, season with salt and “easure .p[eParedJfults lryt0. a„® punster against Oliver Wendell
In the evening, following a servMrs. Foss is survived by her hus pepper, return to the double boiler to" 6-quart
kettle, filling
up last
cup Holmes and Thcmas Hood and
. ...................
‘
. ...........
Arthur Arey this week returned jce Of song, a beloved former pas'
band and one son Edward; a sister
with water if necessary; place should withhold hit familiar verses:
today
and
stir
a
lew
seconds
until
thick

tor. the Rev. W. C. Osgood of the
ln New York City; two sisters and
over hottest fire. Add powdered O Dewey was the morning
Edward T. White returned Tues Islesboro Baptist Church, preached
a brother in England. During her ened, add a piece of butter and fruit pectin, mix well, and con
Upon the first of May.
day to New York.
pour
over
string
beans.
Equally
a fine sermon on “Vacation Tides '' j
Dewey wits lhe Admiral
Upper left. Nelson Ilall; upper right, Charles A. Fales; lower left, last illness her sister and niece
tinue stirring until mixture comes And
Harold Arey who passed a vaca Both morning and evening an in- 1
Down lu Manila Bay;
good
on
broiled
tomatoes,
onions
Mrs. John Shaw of Little Falls,
to a hard boll. At once pour in And Dew y were (he Regent's eyes.
tion in town left Thursday for terested and enthusiastic congrega- j Merritt A. Morse; lower right, I. N. Morgan.
or
shredded
cabbage
cooked
till
'Them'' orbs of royal blue!
N. J., ministered to her needs with
sugar, stirring constantly. (To re And
Texas. His family will remain for tion filled the church to capacity.
Just tender in very little water.
Dewey feel discouraged?
I
loving devotion.
duce foaming. *4 teaspoon butter
a longer visit.
1
Dew not think we Dew
New cabbage ls coming into mar may be added.) Continue stirring,
TENANT’S HARBOR
Burial was in The Fuller Ceme
Mrs. Freeman L. Roberts recent People from Texas, California, SOUTH CHINA
Mark
Twain exaggerated, of
The bearers were Alton ket from nearby gardens and the bring to a full rolliilg boil and boil
Zont* Health Camp wU1 not b,“
Mr and Mrs Henry M°nta«ue of tery.
ly returned from a visit jvttfc rela Massachusetts^ and ’’many* other
course,
when
he declared that the
crisp
Jade
green
leaves
can
be
Calderwood, George Quinn, Law
hard one minute. Remove from fire, rhymes of "Ironquill" would "rank
tives In Boothbay
states Joined the regular oarislnon- °Pened thls ypar and tlle calnp Boston are making a 10 days vlsit rence
Grant and James Pendleton. shredded and combined with crisp skim, pour quickly. Paraffin hot with the very greatest of American
have been ofier^i for with Major and Mrs. Talbot AlMiss Mabel Carlon of Newton, :lras iV tiX XZa^TouToI
raw spinach, chopped pepper, onion jam at once. Makes about eight
Mass. is guest of her sister Mrs. worshiD
!sa e However, the club continues drich at The Crags. They will
poetry, the most truly American in
or orange sections, apples, can- 6-oz. glasses.
The ,,„h„e»
,h,
dee,, '
I
SS NORTHPORT
Owen Roberts.
flavor." But tliey do have vigor,
berries. pineapple or raisins for an
MENU
swing and variety. Tliey beguile a
Miss Dorothy Billings returned rated church
enhanced by lhe at the Augusta Clinics.
Miss Eleanor Flanders of Belfast endless variety of good salads.
Breakfast
couple of hours away. Various lines
Thursday from Rockland.
Mrs. Frank Nary has been in belay at the island has been oc ls visiting her grandmother Mrs. Varied dressings too help make
loveliness of Summer flowers, lovFresh Raspberries and Cream
deserve far mure applause than they
Miss Edith Roberts is employed ishly contributed from private gar Boston on a business and pleasure casloned by a blessed event. It was Martha Tibbetts.
cole
slaw
interesting.
Seasoned
a grandson, born to Mrs. William
Corn ‘Muffins
have received from the people of
at the Knox County Trust Co.
Misses Irene Butler and Charlotte sour cream, old-iasliioned boiled
dens and beautifully arranged by | *r*Pthe East. There are bits here and
' Erickson, wife of Mrs. Erickson’s Butler who have been in Quincy
Broiled Bacon
American Legion met Wednes Mrs. Levi Molden and Mrs. Carle
Karl Ambs. formerly of this place
dressing,
French
dressing
or
there well worth preservation in an
oldest son.
day night at Legion hall. Supper ton Joyce.
Mass., are visiting their parents, thinned mayonnaise. Just shred •Blackberry and Sour Cherry Jam thologies
now of Florida was at home here i
and dictionaries of quo
Coffee
was served by the committee. N.
Several old friends and former for a few days and has sold his
Miss Sherrill Harding of Portland Mr. and Mrs. Charles Butler. Miss the cabbage finely, crisp it in ice
tations.
Sunday Dinner
Cook Sholes. Owen Roberts and H. members of the church commemo- home to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde *s vislting_her grandparents, Rev. Irene will return to Quincy after a
water, drain well and vary your
It is to be hoped that this fif
Melon Fruit Cup
A. TownsenS Guests were: M. A. rated the occasion with voluntary J Mitchell.
and Mrs. P E. Miller.
short vacation.
combinations.
teenth edition, with a glowing fore
Broiled
Chicken
Gould of Augusta, Harvey Webster
Dr. and Mrs. J. Emmons of
Miss Charlotte Saulisbury, who
Miss Leola Mitchell of the Higword by William Allen White, will
Do you ever slice unpeeled,
String Beans
of Florida. Leonard Swears. Vinal gifts of money which it is hoped
may grow into an endowment fund. gins classical Institute faculty is Dighton. Mass., and Dr. and Mrs. has been visiting her parents, Mr. scrubbed Summer squash, dip in
make "Ironquill" more popular ln
•Tomatoes
stuffed
haven.
The events of this important an- . upending a vacation with her Henry Pollock are spending the and Mrs. Harvard Saulisbury re egg and cracker crumbs and saute
New England than he has been.
with Creamed Corn
A strawberry afternoon tea and
turned Sunday to Braintree, Mass., in butter? It's our favorite ver
wm
Cucumbers in Tarragon Vinegar The fact that a new edition has
coffee will
be served ...
in Union niversary in th« Methodist Church mother and sister Miss Edith /weekend with Mayor and Mrs. Tal- where she has employment.
ChuTch vestn Thursdav at 3 o’etok of Swars Island mark 3 historic Mitchell of the china Primary bOt Aldrich at 'The CragS' Dr
sion though sliced onion and Sum Watermelon Pickle
Radish Roses come out, 28 years after hls death,
m the religious life of ^col.
; Pollock is superintendent of the
Mrs. Melvin E. Wood and son mer squash steamed together and
ought to mean something to book
•Frozen Cherries
Refreshments featuring strawber
Raymond and Mrs. William R. dressed with butter or light cream
readers.
K. S F.
Sponge Cake
ries and cream will be served at
Munroe of Lincolnville were In won't go begging.
Coffee
the daintily appointed tables. There
Started 10 years ago. publication
aid are enjoying a iew weeks of
member of the board of trustees Bangor on business Monday.
Supper
Frozen Cherries
will be a program during the after SEARSMONT
Mrs. Joel P Wood spent Monday
by a newspaper in Malaya of a
Prof and Mrs Bartlett Whiting tenting in the Esancy grove on the I Mr and Mrv Bailey Aldrich and
Fresh Fruit Salad
noon. Tickets may be secured
1H quarts sour cherries or 1 can
from the committee or from Mrs. are visiting Canada for two weeks; | Shore of China Lake.
, young sons Jonathan and David in Hampden as guest o? her brother cherries (1 quart)
translation of the Arabian Nights
Toasted Corn Muffins
chil wl" spend the month of August at Horace Deane.
Chocolate Cake
Kenneth Cook.
i during their absence Mr. and Mrs ! Mrs. Amanda Merrithew David
IH pounds sugar or to taste
as a serial has just reached tlie
|
‘
,The
Crags."
Mrs.
Willard
Thompson
and
son
Iced Coffee
3 cups water
At the home of Mrs. Eleanor Hcrace Wescott and family are at dren. Ann, Barbara and
hallway murk
David
accompanied
Mrs.
Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Watts of
• Recipes given.
Gregory an Eastern Star Circle was Woodbine.
| Libby and cousin Barbara Willard
1 tablespoon lemon Juice
Miss
Maud
Muzzy
and
Mrs.
Mary
'
have
returned
to
Rainsville.
Mass.,
!
Somerville,
Mass
are
guests
for
j
"
dr
*a
formed Monday and these officers
Stone cherries, mash slightly,
......................
Mass., last oaturaay ior a mix with sugar and lemon juice
elected: President, Eleanor Greg- Trefethen of the Battery tn Belfast, after a vacation
at the home ot- two weeks of Mrs. Emerson Murphy, ourjport.
APPLETON
short vacation.
ory; vice president, Flavilla An- and Misses Ruth and Frances Tre- Russell Morrison.
Rev. and Mrs Newell J. Smith
Mr and Mrs. _
Daniel __
Martin were and let stand one hour, stirring un
The Church of Ood Bible and
derson; secretary. Madeline Smith; fethen of New York were recent
Mrs. Ralph Esancv recently en- have as guests for a few weeks Mrs v^r“a[ the home of Mr" arid Mrs till sugar is dissolved. Add water Music School is progressing under
and put into freezer; pack with ice
treasurer, Grace Lawry. The next i callers in town.
tertained her aunts Mrs. Alice Ward Smith's parents. Dr and Mrs. Dick- E mer Cxlon recently.
the instructions of Prof, and Mrs.
meeting will be held in Masonic
Wilda Mehuren of New Harbor ts of Augusta and Mrs. Ethel Cas- erman of New Britain. Conn
Miss Katherine Dutton ot Bel and salt and turn rapidly until Sisk of Kansas. Students are here
frozen.
banquet hall, Aug. 9.
A box lunch visiting at the home of her grand- well of Windsor, also Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. David M. Little of Brook fast is guest of her aunt, Mrs.
from Idaho, Georgia. Tennesse
will be served at noon by Mrs. j mother, Mrs. Mildred Hemenway. Ralph Small and Mrs. Beatrice line, Mass., is visiting her mother, Eben Eisnor.
Bearnaise Sauce
Massachusetts, New Hampshire and
Grace Lawry and
Mrs. Lillian ■ Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Davis and Caswell of Augusta.
Miss Marion Green ls visiting her
Mrs. Talbot Aldrich through July.
4 egg yolks, beaten
Pennsylvania. More arc expected
Lawry. All members of Marguerite family have moved from Waldoboro
j Hnrrv nnd fnmilv of Alsister.
Mrs.
Warren
Heath
In
Marl

4
tablespoons
hot
water
next week. Rev and Mrs. Stanley
C1SP—2 •"
10 •“•?'as«p*•£“» bi" «.“STISS’mA.
boro .Mass.
1 tablespoon tarragon vinegar
Pinkham who have been over the
SPRUCE
HEAD
Miss
Isabelle
Amec
has
returned
4
tablespoons
olive
oil
M?,. Emu, Coombs on°*~
“• «»
C.,„„ Abon.U.
work at Augusta are here for the
Mrs. Helen Meserve had a pleas home after serving as delegate to
*4 teaspoon salt
Summer. Mrs. Straub, a High
tertained Tuesday at supper. Mr.
Recent guests of Rev andMrs C ! Recent §uests at the H. Esancy ant call recently from Mrs. Mauitta the National Education Association
Dash of cayenne
School teacher in Portland for
and Mrs. Allston Roberts and „ Brvant were Mr and Mrs C'vd • fartn deluded Mrs. Mitchell and Haskell, her house mother at Dana in Milwaukee. On htr return trip
Beat the yolks until creamy; add
daughter Edith. Mr and Mrs. Pmgree of Augusta Mrs Marv dauBhters Edith and Leola. Mr. ; Hall. Wellesley, Mass., and from Miss Ames wsa guest of Mrs. Louise water and oil and put in top of many years is also spending a va
cation here. Others here are Mr.
I angtry Smith. The evening's en- Weeks of Bristol Mr and Mrs Ed- nd Mrs ^>red Poulliot and fam-I Miss Elsie M. Blake of Wakefield, McKinney Taylor (formerly of
double boiler over boiling water.
tertalnment featured the game of . XdISavaS’Mrs For^t Kn«land. Hy of Winslow, Mr and Mrs. ArdeUe j N H
Mrs. Pinkham of Lincolnville,
Northport) In Akron, Ohio for sev- Stir until eggs thicken. Take from and
r^v George Rix of Auburn and Mr
•Sorry" with highest score going i and Mrs. Agnes Mott of Lincoln,! But"Ps
and
daH,g
,r'
JoyceMrs. Dorothy Repplin entertained 1 oral days
fire and add the .vinegar salt and atld Mrs. Morrison of Belfast.
i recent]y at iuncb at the Maple Tree .
to Mrs. Allston Roberts and L. C Mrs May Millett and granddaugh- Madelyn Reed and Fay Lane.
Smith.
ter Lucille of Los Angeles, and Mrs.
Forrest Hussey of Winslow is a Sandwich Shoppe Her guests were ROUND POND
Fred C. N. Parke of Bangor and frequent guest of hts brother Fred Mies Helen Meserve. Mrs. Callie
Union Church Notes
Hervey Brown who was in Ros
her son-in-law, Thomas Orant ot j at Camp Abinakis.
! Rackliff,
Mrs.
Helen
Wilson,
lindale, Mass., for a few days, has
Sunday School meets at 10. At Syracuse, N. Y.
I
-----------------; and Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey.
returned home.
11, Rev. Kenneth Cook will take
Mrs. Earl Ness of Belfast visit- GROSS NECK
Miss Jeanette Morton of Long
Miss Jane Marr of West Roxbury,
as theme. "The Valley of Decisions."
| Mr and Mrs Norlnan Knlght of Island- N Y • was overnight guest Mass., Is guest ot her grandparents
The choir will sing the anthem ed Miss Belle Lowell recently.
Tuesday
at
Lindenhurst
,
1
rf
a
rnu
le
n^
d
^i
al
l
’
r
ri
JL
e
fE
El
"Kennebunk.
Mrs.
Mary
Turner
and
Mr. and iMrs. Fred Doering. The
"Come Let Us Sing." H. L. Coombs and Ellis Bond, all of Jefferson,
Winslow W Godfrey, Lavon S. latter has recently returned from
will be soloist. Evelyn Hall, or were recent visitors at the homes of j son. Mrs. Villa Morse and daugh
ganist. A duet will be sung by their grandmother. Mrs. Lula ters Miss Una Morse and Miss Godfrey and Harry Waterman at a few weeks' visit in Baltimore.
Mr. and Mrs. Marlon Smith and
Leola Smith and Mae Tolman. At Sprowl, and their aunt, Mrs. Lau- Hannah Morse ol the Village spent tended the William Sampson fu
6 the Christian Endeavor will hold rence Robbins
I an €Venin8 recently with Mr and neral last Saturday in North Haven. daughter, Edna ol Norwich, Conn,
were recent callers on relatives and
a short business meeting Evening
Mrs. Francella Moody has re-1ch?}.les.L Bugley' , „ m
iriends in town.
praise service will be at 7; the pas turned home, after visiting at tlie i Mrs. Minnie French of Uam- WEST LIBERTY
Robert Swett and "Buddy" Duntor’s subject, "Standing By." The hemes of her nieces, Mrs. Will Ward ^r*d8e- Mass^ and, Mrs. ,Sidney
Miss Evelyn Tucker of Dedham, ton enjoyed a weekend camping
Rines of Whitefield, N. H.. are
choir will sing an anthem; Louise and Mrs. Ethel Brann in China
Mass.,
have
returned
home
after
Burgess, organist.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Millay and visiting their brother Harry W. spending two weeks at the Hay's trip on Harbor Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ross spent
Prayer meeting will be held Tues two daughters of South Liberty Creamer.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter McLeod and j (uottage ,on !1,PI?'sland „ Mrs Mary the past week tn Union as guests
day night in the vestry.
visited Sunday with Mrs. Belle
1
Hanchett
of
Dover.
Mass.,
spent
of Mrs. Gusste Ross.
daughter Betty and Mr. and Mrs.
Howes.
two days with them, returning
.Mrs. Eliza E. Brown
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Erskine and
Mrs. E. O Clement of Pittsfield I Roy McLeod of Camden were home Saturday
Mrs. Eliza E. Brown, 70, who died and'Mrs Marcia Lothrop of Belfast! guests Sunday ot Mr. and Mrs.
daughter Lydia of Portland called
You know it’s plenty good—had to be,
July 16 at her home after a long i
viftlng^aTthe ”h<OTe"’of’"M^s I Melvin Genthner
■
I Mr. and Mrs Edward Wheeler Sunday on Mr. and Mrs. Emery
UST figure it out for yourself—what
illness was born in this town, J Prances Mayhew and Daniel MeMrs. Charlotte Waltz of Portland ,and Peter Wheeler of New York Richards.
lo smash all previous Buick produc
better use can you make of your
daughter of the (late James and Farland. Mr. Clement also visited has been a recent caller on relatives are passing a vacation at their
Mrs. Rose Carter was home Sun
Summer home on Boland Hill.
Esther (Jacobs) Beggs.
j there Sunday.
j and friends here.
day as guest of Mr. and Mrs, Vermoney right now than (o put it into tion records. You know you can make
Mrs Brown ts survived by her
Miss Ethel Small, who has been
Mrs. Eldora Gross spent Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Souza. nard Carter.
good use of it — not only now hut for
husband Alfred Brown, also b» | at tlie home of Rev. and Mrs. C. H. with Mrs. Emily Winchenbach in Joan Souza and “Junior" Souza of
something new, sturdy, big, usef ul and
several nieces and nephews.
Bryant, has returned to her home West Waldoboro.
Gardiner have returned home after
years to come.
of known and unchallengeable value?
She was a charter member of , in China, and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph j Mrs. George Winchenbach of the two weeks' stay at the Foster cot GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Service Sunday hi the Finnish
Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge, and Bragg are staying with Mr. and J village visited last Saturday with tage.
Si
In other words, why not take this
will be missed by its members, many Mrs. Bryant.
] jler parents Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
And at the moment,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hannon and Church will begin at 7.30 p. m.
other friends and neighbors.
Fred Wiley visited at the home ot, Genthner.
moment
to
>ay
good-bye
to
a
car
be

lamily of Augusta were visitors
prices* begin at only
Funeral services were held Fri Mr. and Mrs. Charles Luce in Bel-1 Mrs. William Thorne and friends here Sunday.
New Undtr^trm
ginning to show signs of wear — and
day at the home, Rev. Kenneth mont recently.
| of warren called recently on Mrs.
Mrs. Ella Rowe is ill at the home
for the business coupe, delivered at
Cook pastor of Union Church, of
Rev. and Mrs Peter Collins of! Ida waltz
of Edwin Whitaker. Mrs. Hazel Cream Deodorant
say hello to a brand-new 1940 Buick?
Cromwell,
Conn.,
were
guests
the[
Flint, Mich.; transportation, based on
ficiating. There were beautiful
Adams ls caring for her and Mrs.
past week at the homes of Mr. and
floral offerings.
Bertha Bennett is engaged in the
rail rates, state and local taxes (if
SOUTH
THOMASTON
Mrs.
Sidney
Harriman,
and
Mrs.
Interment was in Ocean View
household duties.
Miss Carrie Fullerton who has
cemetery. Tlie bearers were Frank Mar.v Collins and Mr. and Mrs
Clyde Batchelder is employed by Stops Perspiration
any), optional equipment und acces
been visiting her parents Mr. and Edward Wheeler.
Brown, John Gross, William Smith Rity7lond HarElmt,n .
Miss Caroline Patterson of Gar- Mrs. Frank Fullerton has returned
sories — extra.
and Charles Oakes.
Funeral services were held Thurs
diner dined recently with Mr. and to Massachusetts.
day for Mrs. Blanche Towle whose
Mrs J. G. Packard.
; Mrs. Carolyn Davis has returned I death occurred Tuesdav
SWANS ISLAND
How about it? Your Buick dealer is the
Harry Bickford, daughter Mary from a visit with relatives ln BrookPercy Saban and son Bernard
Mrs. Granville Prock of Lincoln- ! and sons Harry Jr. and Moody of line. Mass,
one
to see about a deal that will make
of
Palermo
were
visitors
Sunday
ville passed last weekend with hcr , Bangor were guests Sunday of Mr
Mrs. McKay of Canada and Pleas- in this community.
Fr
aunt. Mrs. Nettie Milan
and Mrs. Maynard Cushman. Mrs. an[ Reach will address the C.Y.A.
your
money do a real job of work!
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Tibbetts
Mrs. Ruby Norton of Sanford re Bickford is a surgical patient at the meeting at tlie Church Sunday at
made
a
visit
Monday
in
Belfast.
★ Prices subject to change without notice.
cently spent a week with her Bradbury Memorial Hospital in Bel-1 7 p, m
mother. Mrs. Ella Morse.
1
ai
, „
Miss Alice Baum has returned NORTH WALDOBORO
Does not rot dresses, does
from a visit with friends at Sebago
Mrs. Fred Knight and children 1*^ (« vuu. Sl"!mOnS.
Kenneth Teague and family
not irritate skin.
Florence and Dale of Rockland are land is visiting her sister, Mrs 1 Lake.
passed last Saturday evening with
2. Nowaitingrodry.Canbcused
George
Davis.
vacationing here.
right after shaving.
Joseph Norton and Joseph Allen Mr. and Mrs. Chester Duncan.
Mrs. Tina Joyce is recovering
3. Instantly stops perspiration
Mrs. Fannie Parcher, Mrs. Lena
who spent two weeks vacation in
from a few weeks' illness.
for 1 to 3 days. Removes odor
NORTH WARREN
town returnf-l Monday to Boston. Miller and Mr. Brooks of Waldo
from perspiration.
Mahlon Holmes of Massachusetts
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hodson of boro were callers Sunday at George
Frederick Burgess who has been
4. Apure,white,greaseless,stain
|is spending a vacation here.
employed in Portland several weeks, Gorham are occupying the Green Benner’s.
less vanishing cream.
•XIMKAl Of MNIDAl MOTOM VAIUI
Mr. and Mrs. William Hackney is at home.
Irvin Heald is employed by Amos
Home for the Summer.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
have returned to Southern Pines,
Mrs. W. A. Burgess is ill.
Miss Helen Sleeper is spending a Fish in Jefferson.
Approval Seal of (he American
Clifford Miller who was guest of
S. C. after spending three weeks
Mrs. Alma Jameson spent Wed few days ln Boston.
Institute of Laundering for
Iwith Mrs. Hackney's mother, Mrs. nesday with Mrs. Iza Mank.
Mrs. Helen Fales and Mrs. Lura Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Morse. Jr., lebeing harmless to fabrics.
luaura Stinson.
The Warren Poultry Producers' Fales of Boston, former residents •urned Sunday to Massachusetts.
23 MILLION Jara oi Arrid
Mr and Mrs. Benner of Massa
Rev. and Mrs. W. E. Osgood of Protective Association met recently called on friends here recently,
hava been sold. Try a Jar today I
chusetts and Mrs. Stacy Genthner of
Islesboro were visitors last weekend at the home of Mrs. Alma Jameson,
(Waldoboro were visitors Sunday at
at the home of Mrs. Nettie Milan. Officers elected were: C. A. Webb, m r-ai emir
TEL. 1000-3V
ROCKLAND. ME.
712 MAIN STREET
Martha Eugley's.
president; C. B. Tolman, vice UlLtN LllVt
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Owen of ArlThe Pendexter family of Flanders
The average income of tlie peo president; John Rines, treasurer. A
Ua<l
Alalia
ple of Uruguay is now $142.40 a meeting will be held July 31 in ington, Mass., are weekend guests of Corner have moved to South 39^.
Mrs.
Monira
Blodgett,
|
Liberty.
White
Oak
Grange
hall.
I year.

American Legion and Auxiliary
will hold a fair Aug 8 at Legion hall
Mr. and Mrs. Lyford Ross, have
returned from Boston.
Mr and Mrs. Walter Roberts of
Philadelphia, Pa., arrived Thurs
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Comique Hits

Mary Cates a Proud Hostess

Realm oe

Power Squadrons

The long awaited midsummer
Former Rockland Boy Is
parade of big productions starts at
Commander Of New York’s
EHHU.EY T WILLIAMS
the Comique Theatre. Camden, to
morrow. July 21 During thus period
Correspondent
Organization
will be shown pictures of outstand
ft ft & ft
ing merit only, pictures all. that
The United States Power Squad
Tel 190
will be on your "Must See List.” I
rons of which there are now 60
Those not receiving the regular j
with an aggregate membership of
ty GlaJyt St. Clair Heislad
Mrs. Prank Davis and daughter weekly program of attractionsI
6.000. are rapidly achieving new
Miss Allie Davis of Campello. Mass., should call, write or ask in person j
,
and Mrs. May Hamilton of Florida, to have their name included on the
Prof. Adelbert Wells Sprague, an traditions of pianoforte playing, prominence.
combined with modern pedagogical
Originating in Boston, as a re
and Thomaston arrived Monday mailing list.
outstanding
figure
ln
Maine
musical
The flrst picture on the "Must
and will pass the remainder of the
methods. Mr. Webster's wide knowl
circles, has announced that, owing edge of pianoforte literature, both sult of a desire to create a Naval
Summer at their old home on West See”—"Midsummer Parade” starts
Sunday.
July
21.
running
through
to the increasing demand both for classic and modern, will assure an Auxiliary which would be useful
Main street.
academic and applied music at Intensely vital experience to those to our country during a possible
Mr. and Mrs. Robert MacFarland, Monday, namely, "Four Sons.” un
accompanied by Mr and Mrs. Cran animously hailed by previewers as
University of Maine, the entire who have already acquired a fun war emergency, the Power Squad
damental technical background as
ston Dean of Lincolnville, and James "An emotional masterpiece with
catalogue
offerings in aesthetics pianists. This class will meet once ron movement was soon taken up
Fuller of Damariscotta, aie .-pend compelling power.” To truly make
this program one that cannot be
and theory of music together with each week tar two hours and will eagerly by Yacht Clubs In other
ing the weekend at Mt. Katahdin.
cities, was endorsed by the Navy
missed there is Included on the
ensemble work, will be given dur be open to auditors as well as par
Robert Davis returns today to same program the remarkable short
Department, and in 1914 it became
ing the next year. In order to ticipants.
Camp Character, Winthrop, where subject 'Cavalcade of Academy
• • • •
necessary to form a National Asso
he is spending the summer, having Awards" with hundreds of the top
allow Prof. Sprague, who is con
Local concerts already announced ciation to cover most of the United
been at home the past two days to ranking stars over a period from
ductor of the Bangor Symphony are the series of three by The Cur
attend the Legion Fair
States. There was therefore or
1928 to 1939. Live over again all I
Orchestra, to give all the courses tis String Quartet at the Capt. Eells
_ .» _____________
Mrs Lloyd_ Benner and daughter I, ..
(be. ..
thrills
of yesteryearsu..by—
seeing !
ganized the United States Power
listed in the catalogue and to carry Boat Barn. Rockport. July 21. Aug.
Lcatrice of Brunswick, are visiting this magnificent tribute to the j
Squadrons, which is the parent
on the administrative duties of the 4 and 18; the annual offering of
her mother. Mrs. Edward O. Weston. greats of the cinema world.
body, which guides and directs the
the
Thomaston
Baptist
Church
on
department, he will be assisted in
Tuesday. July 23. in addition to
Miss Oenevieve Bradlee arrives to
July 31; and the annual Summer various activities through the Local
day from Boston to spend a week's the Big Cash Nite and Short Sub
ensemble direction by three mem concert of the Warren Baptist
vacation with her father. Joseph jects Day comes the dynamic story
bers of the Northern Conservatory Church on Aug. 14. It is also ru Squadrons at the different cities.
When the World War broke the
Bradlee. Miss Margaret McNamara of three men and a girl branded by |
of Music whose appointments were mored that there will be a recital
of Boston, who has been the past Invisible Stripes, starring Oeorge |
recently announced. A. Stanley by Vladimir Sokoloff and Ralph American Navy required tremen
week visiting Mr and Mrs. Oeorge Raft. Jane Bryan. Humphrey BoCayting. director of the Conserva Berkowitz of four-hand music (one dous expansion. Its modest, though
Gir.chrest, will be her guest for the gart and‘ William (Oolden Boy*
tory. will direct the orchestra. piano), similar to that presented by
week.
i Holden.
I ££
Francis O Shaw, the band, and these talented young pianists last excellent fleet, and limited person
nel. were Inadequate for the great
Mr. and Mrs Earl Risteen of Bath | Wednesday. Thursday and Fridav
Anna Strickland the chorus.
Summer at the Capt. Eells Boat
July 24-26 comes the second big | *
task. Recruitment from all ranks
This development at the Uni Barn.
were visitors Thursday in town.
hit of our midsummer parade of
versity is in line with the spread
became
necessary. And. of those
Rev and Mrs. Hubert F. Leach Must See" pictures, "My Favorite j
Mary, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Cates, entertained 12 friends at a party Wednesday afternoon.
leave today for three weeks' vacation Wife." with the famous stars of celebrating her seventh birthday. The dainty refreshment table bore a decorated cake, brightly lighted, tiny ing interest in and demand for
who enlisted, none brought into
LULL
to be spent at Portland at the home “The Awful Truth" together again pink doll place-cards, and a centerpiece of pink and white roses. Games were played and some lovely gifts study of music reported by all Now do the birds of air alight
the service a higher patriotism or
of Rev. and Mrs. Oeorge Holgate the howl of the century. Cary inspected. Miss Anita Gatti was a special guest, others present being Neva and Patsy Cuthbertson, Barbara American universities and colleges, Like petals on the lake of night
a more valuable experience than
And float serene and. side by side.
so
Prof.
Sprague
states.
At
Uniwho are occupying the Leach home Grant co-sarred wih Irene Dunne Lufkin. Sabra Perry, Nancy and Barbara McBrine, Alberta Sprague. Elsa Rogers, Leona McGraw, Maude Ann
Move like small billows on tbe tide
veristy of Maine the department of 8o
the yachtsmen and small-boat own
drifting
with
the
wave
they
seem
during that time.
~ " Nelson and June Demoth,
with Randolph Scott and Gail
music was established in the Fall A part of water and of dream:
ers. Many Squadron men entered
Another meeting will be held at Patrick.
folded like the flowers they sleep
of 1916. with offerings in music So
the Navy, and thanks to their nau
the Baptist vestry Monday at ? to
Upon the dim and crystal deep.
appreciation
and
harmony.
From
I film version of C S. Forester s sea
The dusky water; resting there.
sew for refugees It is hoped that i
that begnning the curriculum pro They have renounced the world of air. tical training, a good number soon
I story.
as many as possible will attend and ■
• • • •
held commissions or officer ap
gressed
until a four-year program
“Throat,
help ln this work.
pointments.
A new magazine. "Common as a major subject was established. Then, with a stir, they win arise
Baptist Junior Choir is having
»««a
leaning on tbe evening .sklea
ft ft ftft
I Ground," will begin in the fall un Ensemble study and performance And
The Squadron members who
its summer picnic Tuesday at Sandy '
Take the whole heavens by surprise
JUNE COTT
der the editorship of Louis Adamic have been a student interest since
—By Harold Vinal
Shores.
stayed home, and there were some
UDAO CHAMBNXT
the
early
years
of
the
institution,
| from the office of the recently orCorrespondent
• • • •
Mrs. Winifred Tabbutt and Miss
who could not go. fulfilled a no less
Correspondent
ZS Z\ ZN
! ganized Common Council for and the chief ensemble activities
Annie L Bunker of Augusta are
z\
zs zs z\
z\
An
Interesting
feature in the important (unction in applying
AAAA
I American Unity, at 222 Fourth have been absorbed in the academic
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Orvel F. I
Tel. 713
avenue. New York City. The maga program as regular courses. Among weekly concert by the Columbia their experience and nautical
Tel. 2229
Williams.
zine
received a grant-in-aid from those, the band was first granted Broadcasting Symphony for Sun i knowledge to the Instruction of men
Elwvn Tabbutt of Augusta is i
the
Carnegie Corporation
The academic credit towards a degree. day. July 21. Howard Barlow con who were in the service or contemp
guest of Mr. and Mrs W V Tabbutt | Mrs
Frank McFarland and
Mr. and Mrs Walter Roberts of
new periodical s aim. according to Later the chorus and orchestra ductor. will be compositions by two
during a vacation from his dutiess | daughters of Portland are visiting Woodbury. N. J., have been recen.
leading contributors to contem lated entering lt. In New York
! Adamic will be to explore from were placed on a credit basis.
at the firm of Bunker ft Savage, i her brother, Merton Warren for guests ot Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
porary music. (WABC 3 ta 4 30 City, four Free Nautical Schools
i various angles and through vari
architects.
Grinnell
two weeks.
Dr Howard Hanson, director of p. mJ First of these is the late were established, with a total en
ous
literary
forms
—
story,
article,
Wallace Egerton of .Waban
Mass
Miss Ruth Packard is visiting Mr
. „.
, Miss Bernice Stoffel and Robert
John Steinbeck has endorsed his i poem essay—the complex cultural- the Eastman School of Music, Charles Martin Loefflers "Pagan
Is spending a few weeks at his sum
are visiting her aunt Mado- and Mrs Howard A. Carroll ln
rollment of about 3.000 students,
81.000
Pulitzer Prize check for ' racial situation which has developed Rochester. N. Y„ declares that the Poem." one of the Alsatian-Amerimer cottage at Cushing
lin Hopkins.
Augusta.
—
can s best known scores. The other tar whom courses were given In all
notion
that
America
ls
an
unmu

in
the
United
States
around
the
"Grapes
of
Wrath
”
to
Ritchie
Mr. and Mrs Henry H Ryder and
Walter Carroll is confined to his
Miss Edna Young has returned
' fact that ln the last 100 years 38.- sical nation is outdated, and that is the Suite. "Hary Janos' by the the essential navigational branch
sons Henry and Miltqn of Brockton. home by illness.
to her duties at the Augusta Gen Lovejoy. Pacific Grove department 000.000 immigrants, most of them if the musicality of a nation can eminent Hungarian Zoltan Kodaly.
es. Many of these students entered
Mass, returned home today after
The Johnson Society will meet eral Hospital after spending a va store advertising manager, to en
; r.on-Anzlo-Saxons and r.on-Protes- be Judged by excellence in perfor Loeffler came to the United States the Navy and obtained excellent
being guests of Rev. and Mrs. Don Wednesday night at the home cf cation with her parents Mr. and
able him to pursue a literary ca i tants. entered this country, which mance. the United States is the and became a violinist in the Bos
ald F Perron
Mrs Ernest Wentworth.
ratings, and in not a few instances,
Mrs. Willis P Young.
reer. Mr. Lovejoy who won hon , a century ago was preponderantly most musical nation on earth. Dr. ton Symphony Orchestra, resign
The Beta Alpha will hold its an
Mrs Annie J. Gardiner .who has
Mrs. Douglas Thom and son
commissions.
Similar
Hanson also says that the most ing in 1893 to devote himself en officers
nual midsummer picnic Wednes been ill the past few weeks, is Robert of Boston are at Lincoln orable mention in a recent contest Anglo-Saxon and Protestant.
outstanding contribution to the tirely to composition. Hls strongly schools were conducted in Boston
I
"
Common
Oround.
says
Adamic
day at the home of Mrs. Leona slightly improved
ville Beach for the Summer. They for an unfinished manuscript of I ‘'will aspire to begin to tell one of place of America in world music is Impressionistic inclinatons are re
and Detroit by the National body;
Members of the Trytohelp Club ;
M their guest Mrs.
_ Grace a novel, is an old friend of Mr.
Starrett.
i the greatest stories under the sun so new as scarcely to be noted— garded as having been a link be- and by the Local Squadrons at New
The Christian Endeavor members j
enjoy a covered dish supper | Muihern of Newton, Mass,
America and the French
are holding a cooked food sale FriMonday at theSnow cottage. Bal- * L . Charles L Austin of the Steinbeck's, and will leave his posi ; the story of the meeting on this namely, the development of sym tween of
Debussy. His "Memories 1 Haven, Washington and Newburgh
day at the front of the Baptist lard Park, with Miss Freda Snow as , Church of A11 Nations. New York tion on July 1st to devote his en i continent of peoples belonging to phony orchestras in the American school
of My Childhood." recalling his boy- j N. Y. Squadron members freely
I 60 different backgrounds." He re- high school.
Church, the proceeds to help dehostess.
rl,
„ u.
sneaker at the tire time to writing.
frav expenses of sending delegates
Frederick F
Richards is in I Clt> wiU E Fuest speaker at the
"Here we have an experiment in hood ln Russia, won a 81.000 prize an(j liberally gave their time, night
I gards this story as "one of the
Methodist Church Sunday at 10.30
awarded in connection with the
to Ocean Park.
charge of Walter Carroll s store Music will be in charge of A. F
Warner Brothers will make 48 most positive sources of inspiration the democracy of music which is Chicago North Shore Festival in after night and month after month
for immediate national unity and breath-taking both in its fulfillment
Mr and Mrs Herbert Merry of j during Mr. Carroll's Illness.
feature
films
during
the
1940-41
with, . Donald
Welt
of
1923. The "Pagan Poem ' drew its ; to this work of instruction.
Malden. Mass. are spending sev-1 The Methodist Ladies' Aid is. Sherman
.
Church
„hool
season, drawing heavily on legiti the long-range work toward a new and in its implications." states Dr. inspiration from Virgil. Loeffler \ At the conclusion of the War,
eral weeks here, guests of Mr and | busily engaged^w.t^ plans tar IU | ^^t^sotoUt.
:h
homogeneity.
”
Hanson.
"Makes
no
mistake.
This
on the i and Bible classes meet at hsj. , mate theatre successes and pub! the Squadrons continued teaching
development in the American pub died ln 1935. aged 74
Mrs. Charles Knights and Mr. and midsummer
service
Ushers' lists tar source material.I
"Hary Janos." Kodaly's composi and holding classes ln Elementary
Cole
lawn.
. Happy Hour
J
_ ,is at
. 7.30 with I Scheduled
Mrs. Harry Slader.
are 18 novels and biogChristian Science Monitor a lic schools is new, thrilling and
Mrs Carrie Murch and daughter Rev. Sidney E. Packard as guest raphies. 12 staee successes, and 11 while ago carried a delightful ar- epoch-making. It is American tion. is a character in Hungarian ) Piloting and Small Boat Handling,
Mrs Paul Kleeman and sons Paul
and Robert of Chicago and Walter Georgia of Hulls Cove ts visiting ®Pfaker “phur^nialn*1 service U origlnal stories. Noted In the list tide about Wilson MacDonald, the and democratic in tradition, and folk-lore comparable to Baron
Bennett of Portland are guests of 1 Mrs. Minnie Davis at the home oi 1 soloist. Church night service u> are;
; Canadian poet heard in Rockland it must continue as one of our Munchausen. The suite describ until up to the present time it is
Mr" Sam^lXed Mr7 Katherine her daughter. Mrs E R. Noyes
held in the vestryThursday at 7 30,
“The Man Who Came to Dinner,” ! <»t the High School > some years most significant contributions to ing his adventures opens with a estimated that many thousands
Messenger who has also been visitMrs Clara Lane is ill at her home
Dr and Mrs. S B. Sprague of from the Kaufman-Hart comeciv ■'-<' Mr MacDonald has been giv- the development of an indigenous musical "sneeze." representing the liave received this nautical infor
Ing Mrs Reed, is returning to Mal- on Richards Hill
; Jersey City arrived hls week to
-No Time for Comedy." based on mg a series of recitals of his writ- culture.” He recalls the beginning saying that a sneeze proves the mation and trainlhg. free of charge.
den Mass today.
I Mrs. C. V. Overman returned Fn-1 spend the Summer at the McKay the
S N. Behrman play.
mgs in New England. From this of a new era in music, when on a truth of a statement.
• « • •
During the early years periodical
Mrs James Feyler was the over- day from Bath where she has been 1 cottage. Lincolnville Beach,
"Captain Horatio Hornblower." article we were astonished to learn day approximately 12 years ago.
j
drills
were held, resulting in a
night guest Wednesday of Dr and conducting a Dally Vacation Bible > Dr. Donald Wyman, curator of
Since
the
article
about
The
Curchildren
from
many
high
school
that the poet invents pies and
I the Arnold Arboretum. Boston, will
Mrs F R Moss at their Summer School for two weeks.
orchestras were selected and formed tis String Quartet appeared in a strong fleet organization. In rebreads
In
his
spare
time!
Also
that
Miss Lillian Brann, Mrs Arthur' be the speaker at the meeting of double feature playing today in
home at Tenant s Harbor On re
when he was a very young man Into a national high school orches recent Portland Sunday Telegram cent years, the Squadrons have re
turn Thursday she was acccmpan- Crawford and daughters Judith and the Oarden Club next Tueday at cludes •'Safari"'- and "Phantom he received 810.000 for the formula tra. about 300 players, to perform I have been asked: “Do all four
placed these drills with Rendezied by Mrs. I. B Moss of EveTett. 1 Nancy were dinner guests Wednes-, the Congregational Parish House Raiders."
and selling campaign tar Snax Pies under his baton. Contrary to pub players and their families ocupy
Mass. who passed the day with day nKht ot
4415 Teroy His subject will be "Color Through
the house adjoining the Boat Barn? 1 vous- usually held each holiday durlic
belief,
the
great
symphony
or

—
a
curious
name
to
come
out
of
^er.
Brann. Glen Cove, observing the 1 the Year in the Arnold Arboretum." Progress in Red Cross Work
chestras of the United States are No. they do not; it would scarcely ing the Summer, as the basis of an
The Garden Club held an inter-' birthday anniversaries of of Mrs and he will Illustrate his lecture
Work on garments for war the mouth of a poet. Now in ad
be possible as the house is not agreeable social get-together of
esting meeting Thursday afternoon Crawford ad Mrs. Brann
I by slides and moving pictures.
refugees is well under way at the dition to his lectures here and in being ‘manned increasingly and S’c™ ST, “XmS
Canada, he is engaged in selling a rapidly by American-born musi
Capt
and
Mrs.
George
Lane
rea
nd
Mrs.
Loranus
P
Hatch
i
Red
Cross
work
rooms
in
the
St.
at the Levansaler house. Delphin
new kind of bread, together with cians in our own public schools, is
iums were the general topic and an turned Thursday from Marshall’s and son Richard of Sheffield, Ala., Thoma' parish house, and after a poetical advertising campaign his belief. He also designates as a their home there. Max Aranoff. 0®!?er Present,
Island
where
they
spent
four
weeks
seven
days
activity
a
great
amount
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. E
original article on the subject was
viola player, together with his wife
A former Rockland boy. Lewis
Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Jameson of Hatch and Mr. and Mrs. Finley of work has been accomplished for it. to the baking industry. He chapter hardly less thrilling ls the
read by Miss Hortense Wilson,
development of choral music, par and small daughter. Dolly, are liv- H. Johnson of Madison. N. J. has
Rockland,
who
are
occupying
the
More
workers,
however,
can
be
acca
hs.his
newest
creation
'Worlds
while her sister. Mrs Fred J. Over Charles Rhodes. Jr., cottage at Nor- Calder.
ticularly the work being done with lng at "Kobcote" in Rockport. Mr. the distinction of heading the New
Mrs. Jerome Weymouth of Clin commodated on Tuesdays, Wednes- Fare bread. But he declares the A Capella choirs.
lock, chairman of the Horticultur tons Pond entertained at a party
Brodsky and Mr. Jaffee. the
days
and
Thursdays
from
10
to
4.
P
astr
>'
ls
onlv
endured
ta
pay
fori
York Power Squadron in the cap
al committee, presented a paper on Thursday night, their guests being ton is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Dr. Hanson Is a staunch advocate violinists, are in Camden this Sum
and
tho.^e
who
can
devote
a
few
'
tbe
P°ems,
for
only
a
few
words
Weymouth.
acity of Commander. This club
the culture of delphiniums and ex Mr and Mrs. Louis Cash of Rock
mer
as
no
small
houses
were
avail

of
the
American
composer,
he
him

Worship at the Baptist Church hours a week to this work are with Mr. MacDonald reveals the self having won an enviable place able in Rockport.
1 issues a magazine called "Crow s
hibited a huge bouquet of choice land and their house guest Mrs
blooms Other rare and beautiful Carol Ingraham of Skowhegan, Mr will be at 11 o'clock Sunday morn askd to register wilh the committee ' ^act *bat bis one great devotion ls In composition, and believes that
Nest." and the current issue in
Yarns for knitting may be taken 1Poetry and its creation,
blooms were brought in by Mrs and Mrs Douglas Bisbee. Sr.. Mr ing with preaching by Rev. W F
Demand for coconut straw braid, cludes an article by Commander
It is said that "he more nearly the greatest compositions today are
Murray Miller. Mrs. Charles Shorey. and Mrs. Maynard Ingraham. Mr Brown, on the subject “Christian out. Thlrteen sw ;atcrs have been
for
making
straw
hats,
is
Increasing
coming from the pens of American
Johnson.
Column" or "How Christ Wlll complete.! and til* yarn for 62 resembles the old wandering min- composers. The radio, tod, is play in the Bahamas.
Mrs. Richard O. Elliot, Mrs. May
Mrs. Charles
Leland Hawkins
and
Mr ! Fifth
Cottam and Miss Rita Smith Mrs and
~ j ££
Rhodes’ Jr
‘“ The
Dominate the World
Mrs. Anne sweaters is now in the hands of strel than any other modern poet ing an important part in the de
workeis
in
their
homes
A
mode!
;
—
be
has
roamed
over
North
AmeriShorey read the poem. Planting.
was .spent socially and re-1 Grinnell will be the soloist. The of a woman's dress, made ot ma- ca from San Diego to Greenland velopment of music in America.
the Tree." by Lucy Larcom. and freshments were served
-•-----*- school
—•
] church
convenes at 9.45. terial of a fine quality and secured reading hls poems whenever he
Mrs Elliot conducted a kind of
The Baptist Ladies Circle met There is no evening service dur- at a reasonable price at the Hughes can get a hearing. He went to
The New England Conservatory
competitive game in identifying Wednesday at the vestry tar an all-1 lnB the Summer
The mid-week Woolen Mill of this town is now j England once on a horse boat and of Music announces the appoint
-UNTAMED”
herbs. The next meeting is sched day session. Flans were completed devotional service will be held
on display, and more of the same read hls poems up and down the ment of Beveridge Webster, young
uled tar Aug. 1 at 3 o'clock at the for the annual midsummer fair Thursday night at 7.30.
American piano virtuoso, to the
Baptist vestry, at which time Miss which will take place on the church
The Dandylions will hold a cov style and materi"’ will be mad-1 ' length and breadth of the mother faculty. Born in Pittsburg. Mr.
An f ppeal is again made for oU 1 country. He has been entertained
Adelaide Pearson of Blue Hill will lawn July 24.
ered dish supper Tuesday at Leon
studied piano with his
speak on "Pottery” show a film on
camp.
Megunticook linen, small pieces of whicr. are in the homes of the humble and Webster
Mrs Charles Rhodes, Jr , Mrs. Crockett s
on the list of articles tar tlie la> -j of the great. And his poems are father and was later sent to Paris
Asiatic potters, and display some Albert Rhodes and daughter Judith River
to study under Isidor Philipp at
ettes.
Also mol t knitted and1 read and quoted by both.'
of her choice pottery. This meet were guests Thursday of Mrs. Lloyd
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Sederquist crocheted bonnets, sacques ard |
• • . •
Lhe Conservatoire. There he was
ing is open to the public and a sil Rhodes in Rockland
of Waltham. Mass., are spending
Betty Field has been assigned to awarded the first prize in piano
Mrs. Ralph Wilson and daughter two weeks at the Start ramp. Lake bootees tar the layettes are needei.
ver collection will be taken to help
Wool for these is furrlshed at the the feminine lead in Paramount's forte. the only American to have
defray the expense of placing a Lillian returned Thursday from Megunticook
rooms, or anyone who wishes :nay production of Harold Bell Wright s achieved this distinction. In a
Crlehaven where they spent ten
sun dial at Montpelier.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Pitcher of furnult ter own wool for making novel. “The Shepherd of the Hills.'' subsequent year he was invited to
days with Mr. Wilson.
Worcester,
Mass.,
are
visiting
his
In the Churches
The film will be made in color. serve on the Jury of the ConMr and Mrs George Oliver and parents Mr. and Mrs. Warren these.
It ls expected that work on the and production is scheduled to cours. While abroad he appeared
St. James’ Catholic Church. Mass daughter Mrs. Estelle Morse of Pitcher. Lincolnville Beach.
surgical dressings will begin next start In July. Entering the news with marked success In recital and
at 9 a. m.
Wakefield. Mass . and Warren Oli
Open Garden Day will bc held
St. John’s Church. At 9 a. m.. ver Jr. ct Newtonville, Mass., are at by the Oarden Club on Wednesday, week, or as soon as the gauze ar-. recently was the setting of an- as guest artist with the major or
! other of Mr. Wright's novels. "The chestras of Europe. He returned
Holy Eucharist.
the Oliver cottage, Beauchamp July 24. from 2 to 6 o'clock. Fol rives.
to America in 1934 and made his
St. George’s Church. Long Gove. avenue for a few weeks. Warren lowing the visits to the gardens,
debut with the New York Philhar
At 750 a. m.. Holy Eucharist.
Oliver. Sr., who accompanied them tea will be served at the Bok Am- I
monic Orchestra, winning unani
Baptist Church. Sunday School here returned Friday.
phitheatre from 4 to 6 o'clock. There
mous commendation from both
at 9.45. worship at 11. Music in
Madame Lea Luboshutz. well will be a small admission to the
critics and public. In 193B he ap
cludes the choral anthem. "The known violinist, instructor at the gardens and a small charge for
peared as soloist with the Boston
Earth ts the Lord's," by E. C. Ham Curtis Institute of Music. Philadel tea and one-half of the proceeds
Symphony under Serge Kousseilton, with incidental solos sung by phia. and Mr. and Mrs. Walter
from
the
Open
Garden
Day
will
go
viizky, and since then has won ac
Byron A. Knowlton, Raymond K. Wolfe and children arrived Friday
claim as soloist with such orches
Greene and Mrs. Grace M Strout. to spend the season at their cottage to the Red Cross. These gardens
will be open to visitors: Mrs. Dean
tras as the Philadelphia, Chicago,
and a baritone solo. "Consider and on Beauchamp avenue.
Miss Rchnie Coomaura of Phila Osborne. Belfast road; Miss Eliza
Cleveland. St. Louis, etc.
Hear Me," by Alfred Wooler. sung
beth
Barry
and
Mrs.
Edward
J.
delphia.
a
cello
student
of
Felix
Mr. Webster will be available
by William T. Smith. Jr. The Cliiltar private lessons in piano, and
Ray Milland in the rnmantie lead is ably seronded by trouper William
dren’s story for the morning is en Salmond, is ot the home of Mrs Cornelis. Bay View street;. Mrs.
■Joseph
Defrees.
Bay
View
street;
titled "The Railroad Whistle" and , Annie Spear for the Summer
will also give two courses: 1. The Frawley in a character role in Paramount's "Untamed." Filmed In Tech
Mrs.
William
H.
Stalker.
Dilling

the subject of the sermon Is "Two church Notes
Interpretation of Four Centuries nicolor, the picture has a North woods setting, and presents Patricia Moriham Point; Mrs. William J. Cur
Religions.” In the evening at 7
of Piano Music. 2. A Master Class son and Akim Tamiroff also in leading roles. x
At the Methodist Church services tis, Penobscot avenue; Mrs. Albert
o'clock Mrs Carl R Gray will pre Sunday, will begin with Church
for Pianists ar.d Piano Teachers.
H.
Chatfield,
Rockport;
Mrs.
Ed

sent the third in a series of talks School at 10 a m.; worship at 11
The former is open to the general
on “Tlie Mysteries of the Bible." with sermon by the pastor. Rev. F ward W. Bok. Beauchamp Point,
public and offers a survey of the
At this service a special quartet jErncst SmRhi subJect ^Blessed- Rockport; Mrs. Donald D. Dodge,
representative pianoforte music
from the early classics through the
wil sing _the ^Evening Hymn^uf ness jn Service;” music by the Beauchamp Point, Rockport; Mrs.
W.
Griffin
Gribbel,
Rockport.
Goetze. Miss Katherine
Rice.
present day; this class will meet
...............
. Miss Junior Choir and saxophone solo
Ralph
Thomas
has
returned
to
Gwendolyn
Barlow. Byron
A. I by Keith Crockett; evening service
once each week for one and oneDetroit.
He
was
accompanied
by
Knowlton and William T. ^Sm'.tn | at 7 sermon subject. "Looking at
half hours. The second course is
his
father.
J.
Frank
Thomas,
who
Jr., comprise the quartet. Prayer
for a limited group of advanced
"..... ~~ Yesterday for the Sake of Tomor
will
spend
a
few
weeks
with
him.
meeting is held Thursday nlgnt. row;" vocal solo by Earle Achorn
pianists and piano teachers, who
Mrs.
Ralph
Thomas
and
daughter
There will be no services at tne entitled "Rose of Sharon."
will be given opportunity to per
If you want lo Rent a Room,
Federated Church until Aug. 11.
Services at the Baptist Church Betty Jane, is spending the rest of
form for the criticism of Mr. Web
Sell
the Cow. Turn Your Car
Sunday, Rev C V Overman, pastor: the Summer with her parents, Mr.
ster. The class Is designed to pro
Ginger Rogers in "Bachelor Worship at 11 o'clock, followed by and Mrs. L. F. Coombs in Bangor.
vide the student with the valued
Into
Cash, or Hire a Cook,
Tlie great emotional drama,
Mother" Tuesday July 23. Walt church School at noon; Christian
87* lt Endeavor at 6 p. m.; evening serv "Four Sons" with Don Ameche, Eu
those Courier-Gaiette Ads
Disney Cartoon.—adv.
Winning of Barbara Worth." An
ice at 7 p. m.; evening service at 7 genie Leontovich, Mary Beth
will help.
earthquake rocked the Imperial
Hughes and Alan Curtis, will play
Tokyo. Japan, declares Its 11 p. m.
Valley
In
California
doing
damage
at
the
Comique
Theatre
Sunday
world's highest.
Just Phone 770
Not really a family argument because while Martin Spellman adopted estimated at 82.500,000 and damag
o'clock curfew tar all bars, cafes
Oinger
Rogers in 'Bachelor and Monday. Also on the program
ing
the
cacal.
which
brings
the
and eating places has proved a Mother" Monday July 22 at Town Is the short subject “Cavalcade ot Jean Parker and James Du hr. as his parents in “Son of the Navy,” Jimmy’s
valley its only water
hall.—adv,
87*lt
1 ^-rgreat success
.Academy Awards, 1928-1939” The a gob and Jean hates sailors and they’re practically strangers.
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Every-Other-Day

The Second Tea

OCl ETY.

Not An Unlucky Thirteenth

Chamber of Commerce
Auxiliary Does Honors At
Thomaston Home

Page Seven

This And That

OUR
GRANGE CORNER
News Items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

Tlie second hospitality tea of the
newly organized Auxiliary of the
Rockland Chamber of Commerce
Megunticook Grange of Camden
was held Wednesday at the home
will hold a summer sale at Grange
of Mrs. Eaile R. Ocwell in Thom- ,
hall. Aug. 27. Mrs Sarah R. Young
aston.
is general chairman. Cafeteria sup
Mrs. Wi’bUT Renter poured and
By K. S. F.
per will be served.
those assisting at serving were Mrs. j
Earle Gowell Mrs. Lawrence Miller.
ALFRED II. WHITFORD
Mrs. Donald Leach and Mrs. Everett
A Columbia University professor
Alfred H. Whitford, genera! sec
Munsey.
who said he had measured the retary of the Buffalo Young Men's
Mrs. Charles A Emery, president
zero,
was
asked
if
it
might
be
a
Christian Association from 1898 un
of the Auxiliary welcomed the
boiled down political speech
til hls retirement in 1929, died in
guests. It was noted that all of
“
Well,
rather.'
was
his
answer.
Orlando, Fla.
the guests were new residents of
• • • •
Reck and and vicinity. The new
Born in Woburn. Mass., June 2,
Recent discovery of mound build- 1855. he became a Y.M.C.A. execu
comers present were Mrs. Harris
' ers’ tools made from deer horns tive in Middleboro, Mass., in 1883.
Cram, Mrs. Fannie Hekkinen. Mrs.
Harold Axtell is the guest
Mrs. George Hallowell and son
mt. for
Mrsa’ lZilbert
ilb
i and stones pointed and ground and subseouently served as general
Gage, Mrs. Terry Catalano.
|
week
at
the
home
of
his
aunt,
Malcolm and Mrs. Perley Axtel
, into perfect cutting tools, help the secretary in Cambridge. Mass., Rock
Lawrence Epstein and Mis.
Maynard
Crockett.
Lake
avenue
and daughters Gloria and Marlene
Sigmund Goldberg of Rockland;
Smithsonian Institute to settle land. Me., and Rochester, N. Y.. be
motored to Gardiner Wednesday
Mrs. Arthur Taylor. Miss Alberta
matters of Importance relative to fore going to Buffalo.
where they were tbe guests of Mr
Dr. and Mrs. Marshall Gerrie of Patterson and Mrs. Joseph Connelly .
Whitford served as moderator of
i the "how" of much pottery so delland Mrs. George Derby and Mrs, North Adams, Mass , were overnight of Rockland.
cately made by the aboriginals of the Buffalo-Niagara presbytery in
guests Thursday of Mi. and Mrs
Dunne.
It is the wish of the Auxiliary !
1922 and as a member of the Pres
Central North America.
Walter Barstow
• • • •
that Summer visitors of Rockland
byterian national board of missions
Mrs. Arthur Doherty, was hostess
attend these teas. The purpose of
They do things well out in Ore- in 1923. During the World War he
to Wednesday Eve Club this week
Miss Constance C. Snow was hos this organization is to extend wel
1 gon. They tried the plan of dis- was a direetor of the bureau of flat a porch party, picnic supper be tess at badminton and tea party come to newcomers in this vicinity
trlbution of surplus agricultural nance of the Y M C A, national war
ing served. At a card game ln Thursday afternoon, her guests be- whether permanent resident or
products with the use of stamps as | work council.
the evening, high scores went to 1 ing Miss Barbara Fitch ad Miss visitors.
He ls survived by hls widow, the
a medium of exchange and it
Mrs. Ray Foley and Mrs John Nancy Weeks of Birmingham, Mich.,
Special attention was called dur- '
former Miss Carrie H. Sylvester, of
worked
well.
More
than
13.000
Chisholm ar.d the travel prize to | and Miss Elizabeth Snow.
ing the afttinoon to a descriptive'
persons were helped and the plan Brockton. Mass.
Miss Anne McLaughlin.
-heet of stamps advertising Maine
Mr Whitford directed the affalts
! prospered on a nation-wide scale
which
is
on
sale
at
both
the
Cham,
Mrs. J. P. Harriman and son Ed
and mav result this year in no loss of the Association at the time of its
Miss Hazel Young returned to ward were recent guests of Mr. and ber of Commerce and the Huston-|
|
Joan RisUino. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Ristaino, South Main street, celebrated her 13th birththfi ne€dy an<1 ,nucj, help t0 greatest prosperity, and it was his
Matinicus today after a visit with Mrs. Oscar 3. Duncan a*. Holiday Tuttle store. —
success here which helped pave the
thpnrlc fS
os ! d*? by entertaining a group of friends. Those present were, front row. left to right: Frank Bridges. Harrv agricul;ure.
friends here.
a sheet and the price
Beach.
way for his career as one of the
, r ce is
is only
on y 25
2 sylvestrla. Jr., Michael Ristaino, Jr.. Gloria Ristaino; second row, Joan Ristaino hostess. Norma Bridges, Nora
• • • •
cents. It is hoped that as many as Sylvestria. Angelena Sylvestria, Carol Ann Wolcott; third row, Mary Ristaino, Pauline Stevens, Ella Gallagher.
„ . . .
, ablest Association executives tn the
T Club members had picnic sup
buy these stamps.
'•That,
best portion of a good {country He revWted Rockland a
Miss Harriet Bird 1s visiting Mr. possible will______________
Mary Gallagher. Sylvia Adams, Constance Gallagher. Virginia Jacobs was present but not in photo. Games
lif«_hla Tittle nameless un I
per this week with Mrs. Edna and Mrs. William N. Todd in Port
^r. son o* | were played before the guests were called in for refreshments of birthday cake and ice cream.—Blackinton Photo JXXrt
of S and feW
«o. renewing some of
Dwinal at her cottage at Megun land.
Nathan
the happy acquaintances he had
Commander
Douglas
W.
Fuller
ls
I
—
hls
love,"
said
Wordsworth.
ticook Lake.
They formed half a century ago.
spending the weekend with his
are the things tiiat count in life's
Gloria
Axtell
returned
home
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Everlette
father and family, at the home of
great Journey.
CHESTER R. STEWART
have returned to Portland after Sunday having spent the week with the D. H. Fullers Broadway.
her
aunt
Mrs.
Maynard
Crockett.
visiting relatives for a few days.
Tlie death last Saturday of Ches
How .proud Rockland is to have
Britain and Unoccupied
ter Rcland Stewart of this city, fol
Seth Low is again down from New
j
on
its
neighbor
island
that
great

Mrs. Ormond W Clark and j York for the weekend with his wife
The Bridgeteers of the UniverSections oi France Chief
est example of fine womanhood. lowing a brief illness, cam-? as a
sallst Church were entertained Miss Margaret Clark of Ridge- 1 at their Battery Beach cottage.
Mrs. Dwight W. Morrow; that great shock to hls many friends
Beneficiaries
Thursday by Mrs. Edward R. field. N. J., are at Dynamite Beach
mother whose voice when heard, throughout this vicinity.
for the Summer.
Veazie.
Tire deceased was born at Swan's
Donna Lyn, daughter of Mr. and
_. .
..
„
i
gives pride to all womanhood.
Mrs Edward N. Sylvester, festively i chalrman Norman « Davls- in
Island Oct. 2. 1880. son cf Roland
• • • •
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Porter,
who
and Emily Bridges Stewart. Dur
Mrs. Arthur Rokes. Mrs. Arthur
observed her third birthday anni- j answer lo various inquiries as to the I
When one is resting where It is ing his early life Mr Stewart was
Blackman. Mrs. Carl Borgerson. have been spending a vacation with versary Thursday afternoon by en-, present policy and activities of the
possible
to
watch
birds
one
never
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
L.
Vose.
have
re

captain of a yacht sailing out of
Miss Doris Borgerson and Mrs. Ar
tertaining 15 of her young friends. | American Red Cross in respect to
can be lonely. The writer watched Bar Harbor and Dark Harbor. In
thur Brown of Ash Point, motored turned to their home in Brighton, The lovely gifts received by the
a
clumsy
bronze
grosbeak
feeding
European
war
relief,
today
issued!
1923 he gave up hls work on the sea
to Richmond Thursday, where they Mass
hostess were Inspected, and games
on a lawn that seemed to have a in order to be at heme with his
visited the Kennebec Rose Gardens.
.
. ... I were played. Favors were balloons ,
following statement:
well
filled
larder.
This
bird
stayed
fan.ily and went to work for FullerRaymond, son of Mr and Mrs. and candy baskets. Guests were
"It is the policy of the American
Because o. the backward season,
and got his fill, paying little at Crbb-Davls and later for Mans
the roses are now at their height Thomas Chisholm, is recovering | Caroi ciarke, Austin Sylvester. Nan Red Cross to extend relief where it j
tention to other birds flitting field. He was a'.so Janitor of the
and In rows of solid color present from an eye operation at the Eye Jones. Sheila Jones. Sonia Robbins, is most urgently needed providing it1
about but took his fill doing his Rock and Public library fcr many
a gorgeous sight. The visitors and Ear Hospital ln Portland.
Joan Mank. Betty Crozier. Marion has the necessary freedom of action!
lull meal in about 40 minutes and years. Mr Stewart was a member
—
made several purchases to add to
Mank. Barbara Whitehill, Greta and safeguards for carrying out the
then away.
Miss Grace McKnight and Miss Witham of Houlton, Joyce Black,1 distribution of its supplies to the
of the Odd Fellows Lodge.
their own gardens.
• • • •
He Is survived by hls wife. Mrs.
I Anne Richmond of Atlantic City. , Patricia Whitehill. Marie Lewis, * actual victims, whether refugees or
By Pauline Ricker
Another beauty spot on Beech Vesta E Stewart; a son. Russell D.
Miss Virginia Witham was given ! N. J., are guests of Miss Richmond's ! Patty Pease and Judy Pease. Pic- war-wounded soldiers.
a surprise party by her schoolmates ' sister. Mrs. Edward Benner, Broad- tures were taken.
Mr and Mrs. George Jay Gould S Pierce, Miltrn. Mass : Mr. and street is the rose garden of the Stewart; two grandchildren, Janet
“At present there are three disk
recently, in observation of her 15th I way.
-------| tlnct areas where such need exists and family of New York have ar Mrs. John E. Hall, East Greenbush. Kennedy Cranes It is a rare bit i n,ld JeanRe Stewart; two sisters,
I ^IS MflUd Wilbur of this city and
birthday anniversary.
A happy
N. Y.; Misses Gertrude and Amy of exquisite delight to tlie eye.
Prof and Mrs. Neigel D Earl of and where assistance has been r<^ rived.
Mrs. Harry Johnson of Swan's
time was spent with dancing and I The Shakespeare Society spent Eugene City, Oregon, daughter of quested: First. Oreat Britain: see
Frank. New York; Mrs. Allred B.
Mrs.
F.
E.
Ballard.
Mrs.
George
R
• Island; two nieces, Mrs. John
games, the honor guest receiving a happy afternoon Wednesday at the late Mrs. L. Wilbur Messer, have j ond. the unoccupied portion of Westerfield. Mrs. George Montgom- Atkinson. Overbrook. Penn.
It was Hervey Allen, the author
ef Providence and Mrs.
The first bridge party of the sea not the Hervey Allen of Rockland, ij Hughes
many lovely presents. Guests were ’ Crawford Lake at the Summer been at Ingraham Hill for the past France; and third, those territories' ,. Miss
Harrison. Mr. and
Robert C Gregory of Rockland; two
j
homes
of
Mrs.
Helen
Ornc
and
Mrs.
the Mi--.es Pauline Beal. Ruth
ten days, packing furnishings and under German occupation.
) Mrs Watson H Caldwell. Mr and son was held Wednesdav evening. who said. "I think violent exercise nephews, Lowell Stewart of Water
Emery. Shelby Olendenning. Paul Ruth Ellingwood. Lunch was served closing the Messer cottages, sending
"With regard to the first we have I Mrs A c p.ppPr Mrs. George Many reservations for tables were after the age of 50 is a form of ville and Harry E Wilbur of this
j
on
tables
both
out-of-doors
and
ine Havener. Betty Holmes, Joan
the most valuable pieces to their set up an American Red Cross Ccm-1 Snow and Misses Anna and Flor- made by Mrs. Victor B Woolley. suicide.' Tlie local Hervey Allen city.
Look. Ruth McMahon. Christine in-doors. Cards and a social aft- home. Prof, ad Mrs. Earl left by mittee in England and are sending j JnCe" bog an were among those at- i Mlss Lethia Pearson. Mrs Allan is a splenlid rebuff to that foolish
Funeral services were held at the
'
ernoon
were
much
enjoyed.
Newhall. Elaine Poust, Ruth Rob
motor today for their heme in Ore- ’ medical, hospital equipment, clothcloth 1 tending a bridge and tea given Mac'c*nnon’ Mrs- J°hn Saylor, Mr. ness.
Burpee Funeral Home with the
• • • •
gon.
inson. Louise Veazie and Gloria
ing and other supplies, including I Wednesday afternoon bv Mrs Dean and Watson H Caldwell, Mrs
Rev. Guy Wilson officiating and
At Dynamite Beach Miss Mar
Charies
Witham. The second installment
------------------food, as rapidly as tonnage Is o^^,. at her summer home j-n 1 "
’•-'« Edmondson. Mr. and Mrs.
««
There are nearly 60.000 licensed burial was ln the family lot at
WflUam
F
Farnham.
Joseph
I.
of the celebration was staged the garet Snow has as guests Mrs. Ellis
New appreciation of the impor- j available.
i Camden.
amateur radio operators in the Achorn cemetery. Tlie bearers were
Young, Mrs. George Montgomery, United
following day. when the guests re Bonnett and children of Texas and | tant place of grassland agriculture f
"With regard to the unoccupied
Maiynord L. Marston, Charles
States.
Mrs
Albert
S.
Carman
enterMiss
Oertrude
Rath
and
Erik
Rath
Mrs.
George
Westerfield,
Miss
Flor

turned to enjoy the birthday cake,
• • • •
Thornton, Iawrence Mansfield and
in the Northeast was expressed by , portion of France the S 3. McKees-;
flt cockta„s Wedncsd::y night
of
Virginia.
lmost the "forgotten man in the
speakers at a conference on that port, loaded with all sorts of supplies ylJ. and Mfs Laurence Falss. Mr. ence Logan. Mrs. A. C. Pieper
What is it that is certainly out Robert C Oregory.
Among those attending a beek
rush.
____ ,
, .. „
subject held last week at Pennsyl- and enjoying safe conduct from thel'* .
Sheridan w Sco'r Mrs
of
joint with nations when a coun
Mrs. Jennie Guptill of the Sen- •
4 statP College. Land Bank British blockade authorities, is now '
'
' Rerrv Mrs John Curran steak picnic Wednesday night were
I ter-Crane force goes out on a two | Prpsldent E H ^Thompson said headed for Marseilles where its car- Thomas £ Berr5 '“rs
Mr and Mrs. P. Compton Miller.! try like Germany, that was the
Gahan, Bernard Creamer. Chris Connell, Mr and Mrs, Lau- j poorest nation In Europe can build I
week vacation tonight with Old that grassland farming "can help , go will be distributed to the millions JamesJosephine
Lutz, Miss Lillian
Orchard Beach in mind.
SUN.-MON.-TUES.
rence Falls, Mr and Mrs. Michael up military machines without I
' save struggling farming and farm I of refugees and war-wounded in '
,life
r on
... ...
-...
..
,
.
I
___
-n
____
__
1
_
CX.ULL.
Turncsa.
Misses Estella and Helen , credit even, to make such great
A B. Crocker
th« Northeast's poorer lands, I Southern France under the direc
Those participating in ' Informa- ptcks \jrs John Curran, Mrs. Jo- i conquests of her neighbors who i________________________
Miss Beatrix Flint, of the Senter and still leave plenty of deer pas- [ tion of American Red Cross repre’ Crane staff leaves tonight on a
sentatives In addition, a trainload 'turn Please” Wednesday wer- Mrs sef oarshanowitz. Arkadi Gershan- were supposed to have wealth.
TRAPPED by the blizzardl j fortnight's vacation, which will be ture." Cornell's Dean of Agricul of children's food is now enroute to John Saylor. Miss Elizabeth Ed- Owitz. Richard Edmundson, Miss Methods of the world's establish To the Roving Reporter: —
ture Carl E. Ladd, foresaw more
ments must be out of order and
inondson, C. Nodder and P. Compton Elizabeth Edmundson
spent with relatives in New York. i livestock farming in the Northeast the same region from Geneva.
I followed you very closely to see
HUNTED by a killerl
Arrivals include Mr and Mrs. P need looking after.
“With regard to the third area. Miller,
how the ascent of Mt. Washington
as
a
result
of
the
new
scientific
• • • •
i Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robinson of
Miss Josephine Lutz and Bernard T. Orant. Malden. Mass.; J. W
j study of the greatest natural re namely occupied territory, we have
JET THEY DARED
Avon, Mass., have been visiting
At a cottage on the West Rock affected your pen in describing it.
been extending aid in Poland w:th Creamer gave an exhibition of ball- Foster. Trenton, N. J.; Mr and
source
in
this
area
—
grass.
I
their
daughter,
Mrs.
Ernest
P
Mrs
B.
Wilmsen,
Philadelphia;
Mr.
port
lcao a few nights ago. when I was ahead of you almost 50 sears
funds
contributed
for
that
specific
room
dancing
at
Wednesday
eveTO LOVE! I Jones, Birch street.
and Mrs R. E. Lee Meadville. Pa.; tlie riming lights came, a whip 'Sept. 14-15, 1891).
purpose.
This
program
is
under
ning
’
s
dance.
T1IK BUTTON COLLECTOR
American Red -Cross supervision.
Arrivals include Dr and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Toiles, West poorwill flew Just outside the
Before me I have a picture of
| For The Courier-Gazette ]
The Rockland Garden Club meets
thus safeguarding control over the Francis G Blake New Haven. Conn. Hartfield; Mr and Mrs Howard window and sang lustily for some the train on the Jacob's Ladder
a
hutton
eonertor
eaQfd
»t
my
door
uYuma
“
e^Xunatfon
of
supplies
As
Richard
I. Pike. Norwood. Mass.; shore. Bryn Maw; Mr and Mr.- time, while he perched on a tree
next Tuesday with Mrs. Wilbur
Any old buttons have you In store i-------------------- - ----- - --------- • ■
... ..
Senter at Lucia Beach. Ralph It's
Henry Lee, Moylan, Pa.; Mrs. Allan branch, lliis is quite unusual, m trestle. We went up on the after
a hobby of mine so I travel the for other occupied territories, aid to Mrs. William Chaplin. Miss Yvonn
Wentworth will be speaker, his sub „ u. WwP s .
this bird is very shy and keeps far noon train and stayed all night at
.
the sick and wounded and to refu- Chaplin. Cambridge Mass; Charles | Mackinnon, Winchester, Mas.<
for buttons from any old
uo«r»fT
ject being "Spraying. Members will Seeking
out cf sight when he sings.
the hotel. Ran into the mist about
gown.
gees, particularly children, is being
■ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------• • • •
take box lunch, and husbands are The oTdrr the better, the more all the J extended only in Paris and vicinity i
half way up and were ln and above
same;
1
“
•
'
Invited for the evening, when Mr. Button collecting la now a big game, i under the direction of Wayne Chat-1 w^*ur Abbott. Union
1.00 Big CfOp Of Dlicks
Drudgery was once the ban? of the clouds until half way down
Senter will show hls most recent I've aome over ten thousand In bottles i fleld-Taylor. American Red Cross ^jrs p
jones. Union
.... 1.00
bouiekteping. Electricity has tak
moving pictures. For transporta ... u^n.d
„ v
.... 'delegate, working in co-opeTatlon 1 2, Barker union
en most of the real drudgery out next morning. A fine view <?). I
3 00
All
kinds,
all
colors,
all
shapes,
nice
Unsnitnl
anri
the
L
r
oarser.
vi.io.i
tion, call Mrs. Henry Clukey.
Return Of June Rains In of the home work. Women should had seen Mt Washington I rom
the stars.
"hh the American Hospital ana tne F w Q0r(jen & gon union
1.00
Will you give me a few to add to my French Red Cross
bless the electric spark and sing different places ill December 1886.
1.00
Clarence
Leonard.
Union
Prairie
Provinces Proved its
lot?
"Beyond this limited activity the ,
union.................... 100
prihsea.
so that was no novelty to me. I
And believe it or not. nary a button
Salvation
• • • •
American Red Cross is-not extend-1 Florence Thurston. Union
5.00
I've bought."
j
Sunday and Monday
spent a number of vacations in
5.00
Speech being ended, collector then ing any relief in the occupied por- (wilbur Thurston. Union
The German-American Btind the Franconia region.
Unless seme unforeseen catas
tions of France There are certain Jf)hn Cunningham union
paused
.50
head tells a Congressional com
I suppose the excitement questions ot policy and inherent
Tlie old slogan. "Oo It while you
THE HAPPIEST COMEDY To watch
.25 trophe of nature intervenes, sports mittee that passage of a bill to
Mr. Blake. Union .............
she d caused
difficulties,
such
as
blockade,
trans

men
can
look
forward
lo
the
biggest
are young!" ls a good one. It will
Walter Burgess, Union .......... 1.00
I caught my breath and then said.
compel
registration
of
foreign
conOF THE
portation, delivery and control of Ralph Williams. Union
My dear
1.00 crop of wild ducks next Fall since rolled organizations would force be SO years NC'. 1. 1940 since I
you're the 17th collector thats lately distribution which, at the present
Wilbur Esancy. Union........... 1 00 a decade of drouths almost sound the Bund out nf existence. Could took the dinner pail and ambled
called here
YEAR!
time,
are
most
difficult
of
solution.
And the only buttons I have, are the
Clarence Payson, Union ..... 1 00 ed the death knell of both ducks anything be better for this country
ones you see
The needs for relief which are daily
and duck hunting, according to or more what this nation wants to Wild Cat District Schoolhouse
On my dress
Now I must say to increasing in the areas where we Lloyd Brown, Union.....................25
Mrs. C. G Hoyt. Union ........ 1 00 Ducks Unlimited. Inc.
and needs? Why do Americans al (two by twice) to teach.
thee'.
j 00 I A return of June rains In Cana low organizations that are against
If I give you these buttons. I must are now operating and In which we Mrs R . Carleton Union
Mrs. Crocker and Boze decided
use hook and eye
may operate n the future will he-, A
Un,on ............................
da's prairie provinces, where tlie this country t.o flourish here and last night while sitting comfort
So I cannot let you take them. Call
quire continuing large outla^®_
'John Leach. Union
.25 bulk of North America's wild ducks make for things that harm and
next door . Goodbye
And away she went along down the Previously
“ 1 Mrs. Ralph Starrett. Union
50 breed, promises a big reduction in destroy the liberty it stands for? ably on our piazza that "Home was
walk
best for us." We would let the
50.00 Mrs pred Kenntston union
2 00 duckling mortality this Summer.
To call next door and repeat her talk Benefit Card Party. Camden
Mrs. Carrie Tolman, Camden
00 Mrg Holman Robbins union
.25 During previous nesting seasons,
Smith; "Wha‘ was your vacation neighbors go to New Hampshire.
Clara Overlook
A Friend, Camden
Washington.
. Mrs. Blanche Robbins. Union
.25 drying up of marshes before young reading confined to?”
When the cherry tree in the back
Oeorge B. Young. Camden
Brown: “Thermometers, restaur yard Is not in full leaf and full of
j Mrs. Edith Carleton, Union ...
.50 could fly has been largely respon
Beano Monday 7.45. store next Mr. and Mrs. Meijton John! ,
, ..........
j Clarence Ripley. Union ................50 sible for a 70 percent annual loss, ant menus and hotel bills."
Chisholm's Spa, by handicraft com-1 son, Camden ......................... 2.00 J Clinton Cramer. Union ................25 surveys have indicated.
Smith: Mine was reading tlie berries "well lift up our eyes unto
mittee St. Bernard's lawn party.1 Freeman L. Roberts. VinalDucks Unlimited’s Canadian field signs along the highways that mar the hills" and that will have to
! George Hills. Union .......................50
RAY
Free games and specials. Adm. 35c. i haven ................................... 100 Philip Morine. Union..................... 50 staff of engineers and naturalists the beauty of New England:”
suffice.
—adv.
87-lt. j M. B. & C. O. Perry. RockBrown: "It thought the women’s
MONOGRAM
,nnfl Evelyn Danforth. Union
1.00 has established over a half million
More power to your pen in your
RIC TU»I$
„ .. . 2 .'.
2, " ";
2, i"
I New England Dairies. Union .. 1.00 acres of waterfowl nesting refuges clubs had put them out of busi "Rovings?
rag ag■« a
N. C. C. 2
Baptist Ladies Circle, Rock!\jr. and Mrs. F. E. Burkett.
ness.
”
ln Manitoba. Saskatchewan and Al
PATRICIA
Somerville, Mass., July 10.
A
Port ...................................... 5 00
union
5 00 berta. Financed by membership
Smith: Not quite, but I hope
JEAN
JAMES
£ Frs
N°rtl? ,Haven
2.00 I Clarpncp Moody union
50 contributions of American sports they soon will, for thev are not
zFlS
W ,D. Talbot. Rockland
25«° ! Curtis Payson. Union
.50 men. the projects are designed to worthy the space they fill and are
Manufacture cf silk lsincrcaaing
•
Mr. and Mrs. M. JA. Oriffin,
serve as "duck oases" during a menace as well."
S ephen Kirkpatrick. Ur.lon
in Porto Rico.
•
•
•
•
AKIM
Rockland
1.00 Mildred Butler. Union
drouths.
Girl Scouts, Thomaston
3.33 Clvde Butler. Union
"Record low snowfall last winter,
Cherries are ripening on the
THE XTRF
Mrs. Edwin Smith < addition
following scanty Fall rains, left trees about Rockland "Can she
, Robert Heald. Union
al). Thomaston ................... ? ?? I Donald Calderwood. Union
most of Manitoba with 65 percent make a cherry pie, Billy Boy?"
• • • •
Alttl Lehto. Warren
100 Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howe.
In
below normal precipitation at the
JULY 21-AUC.UST 17
Crescent Temple No. E .P. S..
Senator Halo will be missed in
end of May. Saskatchewan had a
Union ................................
MARTIN SPELLMAN
Midsummer Parade of
Warren .............................. 1.00 William E. Keene, Union .....
53 percent moisture deficiency. Al Washington. He is always alert
BIG SMASH HITS
East Waldoboro Social Club,
berta had normal water and was and ready with his courageous good
A Friend. Union .....................
Warren ............................... 2.00 Mr. and Mrs. Walter Ayer,
the only province not threatened Judgment when the need is most.
SUNDAY-MONDAY
• • • •
Tuesday and Wednesday
Federated Church Primary
Union .................................. 2.00 with devastating drouth this Sum
V
ItCOlO*'bon Ameche. Eugenie Leontovioli
Room iadditional), Thom
mer." Manager Thomas C. Main,
It Is a delight to think upon that
mTtt^
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Nichols,
aston ................................... 150
with the strenuous times there has . _
Union ................................. 2 00 of Winnipeg, reported.
‘‘FOUR SONS”
A Paramount Picture with
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Andrews,
"However, rains in June were been brought back a desire for I Plus
Mrs. William Robbins. Union 1 00
WILLIAM FRAWLEY
Thomaston ......................... 5.00
heavy over large sections of the! primitive accomplishments, when i
the most colossal picture ever
WfeWHO
American Legion Auxiliary.
made
Total to date
$4,333.91 duck breeding range. Thousands little help came to the farmers’ j
JANE DARWELL
Rockland ............................ 10.00
of rapidly-drying prairie ponds wives from devices such as there
“Cavalcade of Academy Award
Nelson Stordahl. Vinalhaven. I 00
were refilled. Water should last in are today in mechanical imple
APe Young
Winners"
Donald Woods and Elisabeth Ris- most of these until about mid-July ments to lighten the burden; quilt
NOW PLAYING
A Friend, Vinalhaven ...................25
1928-1939
with GENE LOCKHART
Cabbage, red cabbage, cauliflower,
A Friend. Vinalhaven ...................25 den will have prominent roles in when ducklings will be a-wing and ing. rug making and herb garden
Grant Mitchell • Henry Armetta
“SAILOR'S LADY"
*wect peppers. celery; Summer
George Geary. Vinalhaven .... 100 "Mexican Spitfire Out West" next able to reach other water If their ing, with many other early ways
TONIGHT
flowering
plants—asters, zinnias,
JON HALL, NANCY KELLY
to lighten the expense burden.
A Friend. Vinalhaven ...................25 in the RKO Radio feature comedy shallow home ponds go dry.
harmony maHfolds. salvia, Scotch
DOUG FAIRBANKS, JIL
TODAY
•
•
♦
•
pmkx.
lobeUi
swe t .iIvsMini, mI"While great waterfowl breeding
A B. Vinal. Vinalhaven ........ 5 00
MADELEINE CARROLL
piglns is petunia*, double mixed
series co-starring Leon Errol and marshes of southern Saskatchewan
"Whatever has come over your
Union Church Offering,
WILLIAM BOYD
<3?
hardy pinks In bud mixed Canter
“SAFARI”
and Manitoba were dry at the end husband, lately, Mrs. F?’ asked
Vinalhaven ........................ 5.04 Luke Velez.
bury bells
Ificet greens 25c pk.
“STAGE COACH WAR”
iLw J
Bouquets made up for 25c each.
of May, improved water conditions Mrs. J of her neighbor. He has
Walter Pidgeon, Florence Rice
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Harding,
now point to the best duck crop in done nothing but brood."
Union .................................. l.oo
Phonem
“Phantom Raiders”
EDWIN A. DEAN
Many girls competed in the na 10 years. Tlie increase may be
"Oil. lie ain’t brooding at all,"
Merle Messer, Union
3 00
TEL 671-i
ROCKL.AND
Shows: Mat 2- Evg 6 4S and
BIG CASH NIGHT, «8fl 00
tional roller skating tournament in more than 20 percent over 1939, ’ replied Mrs. F.
He's
practicing
Leia
A.
Haskell,
Union
..........
6
W
Continuous Saturday 2 IS to 10 45
for
the
local
chess
tournament.
”
I
I
Main
predicts
Rome
this
year-.
Sunday Mat. 3— llayllght Time
Mr. and Mrs J C Creigh-

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Moreland and
Mrs. John G. Snow and daughter
Nancy have been visiting in Bucks sons Clifford and Ralph Jr., called
on friends in this city Thursday,
port this week.
enroute from their home in Utica
Miss Priscilla Noddin. Portsmouth N. Y. to Bayside, where they will
school teacher, is the guest of Mr. remain for a month.
and Mrs. Ernest Buswell during her
Mrs. Wilbur F Senter. enter
vacation. There, also, and for a
brief visit, is Miss Ernestine Nod- tained members of Charity Club.
Thursday at Lucia Beach, compli
din of Augusta.
menting Mrs. Caroline Knicker
Mrs. C. W. Knickerbocker of Paris bocker of Paris Hill Twelve old
Hill is visiting Mr. and Mrs W F. j time friends enjoyed 1 o'clock
Center at their Lucia Beach cot lucnhcon and an afternoon of
cards.
tage.

Red Cross Funds

NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER

THE SAUNTERER j

MILLAND

MORISON

PARKER DUNN

TAMIROFF

ComiquE

(^Kool-Aid.
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PLANTS
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Every-Other-Day

CLARK ISLAND

STEAMBOAT DAYS

■

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

An informal pictorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing
to protect coastwise shipping by day and by night.
The day's news frojn many lonely outposts along
Maine's waterfront.

'JRtJ*'

Here is S. S, "Juliette” leaving Tillson's Wharf on her early morning sailing. This picture was made after
the "J. T. Morse” came into service as the big side-wheeler may be seen at her berth in the background.

handled the great engines of outside in addition, replacing the side
No. 56
wheeler "Mount Desert” and later
"Juliette," one of the most eff- I tugs and deep water craft.
cient “owner's boats” ever to p!> ! Capt. Crockett's special hobby with the "J. T. Morse" when ice condi
Penobscot waters, was built anil “Juliette' and "Catherine” was to tions in the thoroughfares made go
engined in Bath in 1892 for Capt keep both boats in perfect condition. ing difficult for paddle wheels
Though all her life she threaded
Oscar Crockett's Blue Hill I Ires. Capt. Lou Crockett recalls that ln
She was possibly a bit underpow their construction a special very treacherous courses, the "Catherine”
ered, which kept her on the slow heavy bracing timber for rigidity was singularly free from accident.
tide as far as speed was concerned, ran arcund the entire hull. At leas: Cnly once of record did she get
but made her amazingly economi twice, each year all hands turned to into difficulties and in this instance
cal in operation. She had ample and set up each bolt which connect hung up on a ledge when Capt.
boiler for her rather light engine ed the brace with the timbers. As a Crockett was not at the middle win
which made the miles come easily result both these boats were in per dow A quick job of home talent
fect shape during all of Capt. salvage operations, shifting of car
"Juliette” was known as "'he boat Crockett
regime.
go. use of ship's beats, etc., brought
with the clock work engne" due
After leaving the ownership of the "Catherine" free the same day and
to its size and general appearance,
Juliette became one of the examination disclosed no damage
yet she was always singularly free Eastern,
many "Island Belles" listed m the
from engine trouble, possibly due 1 marine register Under this name | beyond a splintered forefoot.
Following the departure of the
to the good care her power plant she substituted during the 1924 sea
"Catherine” from this port little
always received.
son on ihe Vinalhaven line. In her ,
Reg-stering 132 gross tons and later days, rebuilt and less attrac definite knowledge of her achieve
measuring 95 6 feet in length ‘.he tive. she served as t« nder and I ments and misadventures is avail
"Juliette” was the smallest of her house boat for the crew of a big able. Chief Emerson Sadler of the
contemporary group of steamboats,, sand sucker in Florida and late in “Hex" and Chief Ernest Dickson of
following the lengthening of tlie 1925 struck on the Florida Keys, S S "Town of Hull" recall her as
taking fishing parties out of Boston,
"Vinal Haven.” She was a sponson sunk and shortly after broke up.
probably one of the several steamers
boat like the majority of the small I
• • • •
which succeeded the ill fated "King
craft of that day, with a beam of i
The
last
steamer
built by Capt.' Philip."
23.1 feet and a depth of 7.5 feet
"Catherine" deserves a better fate
This rather large beam for her Crockett, and hls favorite, was
length gave the boat a generous "Catherine.” launched in 1893 in than to be left in this uncertain
freight carrying capacity. In her Bath. She was considerable more condition, hence any communica
early days she had the open for-, boat than her sister "Juliette,”' tion as 'o her present condition and
ward deck in vogue in the nineties j grossing 161 tons and measuring whereabouts, if alive, or the date
but this was shortly covered, in the 100.4 feet in length. She was 18 and circumstances of her end if
Interests of greater passenger and loot beam and drew 8.1 feet. She she is no longer in existence, will
freight room and eventually the was exceedingly well balanced as to be very welcome indeed. This in
whole bow deck was permanently boiler and engine which mad? her a formation will be doubly welcome
enclosed es seen in the picture prime favorite with engineers ana for not only will it give authentic
facts on this boat for the book
economical in operation.
above.
During most of her career in which I purpose to publish next
Austin Day of this city was chief
engineer of the “Juliette" locally local waters the "Catherine” was Spring, but it will also provide me
and while she was on the Isle of loyal to her flrst love and ran with an excellent excuse to print
Shoals run. He recalls the smooth down through “the Reach " For a in this column a fine picture of
little engine with pleasure in spite number of years she took the full the "Catherine” as I last saw her.
J. M. R.
of the fact that in later years he) winter load of the Bar Harbor route

“Catherine" appears herewith as she appeared in her early days. She wore the spars, carried out of con
sideration of those who distrusted steam, and had the open bow deck, characteristic of the nineties. This deck
was later closed in. Photo loaned by George B Bavis,

Lincoln County
Primaries
Models Made By Rockport REPUBLICAN
Man On Exhibition
At Searsport

State Senator

Clifford H Buck. Southport,
Alden C. Stilphen. Dresden,

Sheriff

Melville G. Bradley. Boothbay
Harbor,
438
Ralph W Mlller, Waldoboro, 2030
Harvey Oliver Sprague,
Jefferson,
1201
County Attorney

1669
1678 James Blenn Perkins, Jr.,
Boothbay Harbor,

I

ing shingles on the keeper's quar
ters.
Lorraine Skolfleld spent last
weekend aboard the Friendship
sloop. Eleazar. as guest of her
cousin, Beth Miller. The sloop
headed for down east returned
The ( urkolds Light Station in Newagen, of which E. W. Quinn is Keeper. Saturday and headed Sunday for
I know from experience; I've had the Hoffses of Thomaston called Wed Falmouth.
Lorraine Skolfleld is guest of her
shocks—
I have hung hairbreadth from rough, nesday on Mrs. Hilt.
Mrs. George Soule, the Hilt fam-' uncle and aunt Dr. and Mrs. Ralph
ragged rocks;
I haye plotted mv course on r dark, Ily and Mr Orr were dinner guests ' E. Miller of Hanover, N. H , for
a week.
foggy night.
And many a time I have watched for Wednesday of the Sterlings.
Keeper and Mrs. Alton Cherfey
Machinists Orr and Davis were
that light
Capt Walter E. Scott
working at the station Wednesday. and son Royal are enjoying 12 days
Mr and Mrs Chester Moreshead leave ashore.
PETIT MANAN
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Peterson of
were recent callers on Mrs. Hilt.
Although we have not contrib
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling Jr. Portland were dinner guests Sunday
uted news to tiie Lighthouse Col were guests Tuesday of their par ol Second Asst, and Mrs. M. A.
Deshon.
umn, it is always read with great ents at the station.
interest.
Miss Maxine Deshon went ashore
Mr and Mrs Ciyde Orant daugh
Albert Dcbb, Jr„ and Miss Elea ters Patricia and Earlene called Wednesday and will be guest of her
aunt Mrs. James Gamlet of Yar
nor Mackay of Linain, N J , were Sunday on the Hilts.
Mr. and Mrs. W C. Dow of Port mouth.
recent guests of Keeper and Mrs.
land were at the Station Sunday.
W. L. Lockhart for a week.
Miss Elizabeth Sterling of Pejks i ELMER E. IIOLBKOOK
Patrolman and Mrs. Roland
was guest of her aunt Mrs.
Sukeforth, daughter Jennie Louise Island
Elmer F. Holbrook. 80. a retired
Sterling Sunday.
(A. H.i were guests of the Lock
Mrs. Allen, daughter Barbara, lighthouse keeper, died Thursday
harts this week Roland enjoyed Mr and Mrs. Crawford Allen and night at Glen Cove.
a deep sea fishing trip, catching ; son Crawford of Pert Clyde. Mrs.
He was bom on Swans Island,
three small ones. As usual, the Keith Powers and daughter Beverly | son of Ifezekiah und Parthenla Hol
big one got away.
I of Oreenport. L. I., called on the i brook. was keeper of Isle au Haut
i light and before that was on Ma
Mr. and Mrs Elridg? Smith, sons, Hilts recently.
Blair and Leigh, of Brewer visited
E. C. Stoddard of Portland was tinicus Rock He retired 18 years
ago.
First Assistant and Mrs. M J. Foss guest Sunday of R T. Sterling.
Mr Holbrook ls survived by a
over the Fourth.
Mr Walker and Robert Sterling
We extend our sympathy to i Jr. called at the station Wednes i son. Herman of Vinalhaven. and
three daughter) M; William Rob
Keeper R L Fletcher of Matinicus day.
Mrs. R. T Sterling recently visit inson of Isle au Haut. Mrs. Frank
Rock In the recent loss of his
ed Mr and Mrs. Robert Sterling Jr. Thompson of New Harbor and Mrs
grandmother.
;Sidney Stinson of Rockland; 10
James Harvey of West Sullivan SEGUIN
grandchildren and 10 great-grand
was a recent visitor at the home
We had a safe and sane holiday, children.
of his daughter. Mrs. M. J Foss. j enjoyed a weinie roast at the shore,
¥*uneral services will be at the
Capt. James Urquhart of Great I topping off with fire works in the 1 Burpee home Sunday at 2, Rev.
1
evening.
Wass Island Coast Guard visited
Charles A. Marstellar officiating,
Work is humming at this station, j and burial will be in Achorn ceme
the Station this week. He was ac
Th?keepers
have
been
busy,
scrap

companied by two men who are
tery.
taking pictures of the Lighthouses. ing, painting and varnishing the'
Keeper and Mrs Frank Faulk- ' station boat which is now read}’ for I American airplanes may be used
mgham, daughter. Lucille, of Baker launching.
Mr Moore, carpenter arrived at by commercial lines in the Straits
Island Light Station are vacation
this
station last Friday and is lay- J Settlements.
i ing with their daughter, Mrs W. L.
Lockhart
for
a
few
days.
I
[ Arthur Marston, second assistant
has returned frcm visiting his
, family ln Lubec. His son. Keith
and daughter, Vivian returned with
him to spend their school vacation
here.
Miss Mamie Macoux of Jonesport
is staying with Keeper and Mrs.
Lockhart for a while.
A weinie roast was recently en
joyed by the three families and
their guests.
Muiiel, daughter of Second As
sistant and Mrs. Arthur Marston
is receiving congratulations on her
recent marriage to "Mike" Dins
more of Lubec.
THE CUCKOLDS

A Marine Museum

Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Meservey ol
THE LYRIC MUSE
Tenant's Harbor, Roy Spear and
Myrtle Simmons of Augusta, H W
Andrew’ of Norton's Island, anZT Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Childs and daugh
ter of South Hope were recent visi
tors at Mr. and Mrs. Charles But
ler s.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Robinson
and daughters Dorothy and Mil
dred of Weymouth. Mass., were re
Publication Limited to Brief
cent guests of Mr. Robinson's sister.
Poems
Mrs. Wilbur Allen.
of Original Composition
Walter Webel returned Sunday to
By Subscribers
Alfred after visiting for a week
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. .«
James Caven.
HAPPY ARE YE
Mr. and Mrs. Baylus Shomaker of
(For The Courier-Gazette]
New York are guests oi Mr. and'
Not by attainment of riches.
Mrs. Charles Baum
Real estate, sliver and gold,
James Allen and Miss Dorothy Jewe.ry, victuals and clothing,
Abundance of things new and old.
Spooner of Rockland were visitors
Thursday at Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Or being ministered unto
By our associates here,
Allen's.
lt over our neighbors.
Miss Frances Caven is visiting | Larding
Shall we gain happiness, dear
her mother, Mrs. William Caven of
"Happy are ye If ye do them."
Rockland.
Jesus our Master has said

3226
There are many visitors daily at j Judge of Probate
County Commissioner
John W. Brackett, Boothbay
the Penobscot Marine museum ln
Harbor,
3109 Alfred B. Chaput, Nobleboro, 2984
Searsport to view the fourth an Clerk of Courts
Representatives
Daniel Carleton. Aina,
393
nual loan exhibition of ship models, Leslie A. Blake, Boothbay Har
bor,
891 Neota Fowles Grady, Whitehalf models oil and water color
field,
523
paintings of ships of long ago. and Ralph B Boyd, Boothbay HarClarence A. Race. Boothbay.
757
bay
Harbor,
464
other nautical objects pertaining
Jason C. Thompson, Southport, 541
Clarence
A
Richards,
Damari

to the great period of the American
scotta,
1476 Edward B Denny, Jr., Dam
square-rigger. The exhibition is open
ariscotta,
496
Austin
E.
Trask,
Newcastle,
903
from 9 a m. till 5 p. m. every day.
Silencer A. Gay, Damariscotta, 102
including Sunday, and will continue
Harry D. Mosher. Wiscasset,
28Cuntil Labor Day.
fields, and did not reach the his Dorothy Erskine Roberts,
An interesting addition this week toric exhibition.
Damariscotta.
221
has been the large scale rigged
From 1852 to 1858 the Nightingale
model of clipper ship Nightingale i made many clipper voyages. In the DEMOCRAT
owned by Dr. Eugene D Tapley of latter year she was sold to Bra State Senator
Belfast, the work of the famous zilian account and became a slaver, Alton G. Winchenbach, Waldo
boro,
241
model maker Charles Collins of probably the largest and swiftest
Rockport. This model shows ln | slaver ever engaged In the traffic. Jvdge of Probate
exact reproduction the grace and Both the British and American na Scattering,
lines and symmetry of spars and vies were trying at one time to break Clerk of Courts
rigging of one of the most beauti up the slave trade, but the Night John L. Blagdon, Wiscasset,
229
,
ful clippers ever built.
ingale escaped until 1861, when she Sheriff
The Nightingale had the most re- j was captured by the U.S.S. Sara Georg? D Oliver, Newcastle.
256
markable career of any of the ex toga. She became an armed cruiseT County Attorney
treme American clippers Only the in the northern fleet and served Henry Mason of Waldoboro and
famous British clipper ship Cutty throughout the war without dis
Henry P. Mason, Waldoboro,
Sark can rival her record in ro aster
Brad Redonnet <2) and
Bradford C. Redonnett of
After the Civil War. she returned
mance.
Designed and built by Samuel to merchant commerce, renewing
Wiscasset (1),
Hanscomb, Jr., of Portsmouth. N. H her clipper voyages around Cape County Commissioner
in 1851, she was finished like a Horn and the Far East. In 1870 Samuel J. Knowlton, Damari
scotta,
241
yacht with the intention of an she was sold to Norwegian account,
choring hcr in the Thames during and continued to sail under the Representatives
the London International exhiol- Norwegian flag until 1893, when George H. Coombs. Waldoboro, 82
tlon of that year as an example she was finally abandoned at sea Joseph N. McKown, Boothbay
Harbor,
34
of tlie best in American ship con after a checkered career of 42 years.
James F Marden of Prospect has Albert Sherman (spelled various
struction. Her builder went bank
54
rupt, however, and the Australian also entered two handsome large- i ways),
geld rush occurring when sin- rigged models made by himself of
Demand for autombolles ln the
changed hands, she began her ca- i the Donald McKay clippers Light
interior of Malaya is increasing.
reer on a voyage to the new goldi ning and Romance of the seas.

Greetings to Light Keepers and
Coast Guard men.
We are glad to see Mt Desert i
back in the Ouardians column !
again. The Keeper would have.
liked to liave taken part in that ball
game as he has played, on that
diamond many times.
The Keepers here have been very !
busy during the Spring and Sum
mer months. Mr. Moore, the Gov
ernment carpenter, was here erect- :
ing two large kerosene tanks, which
have a capacity of 4,200 gallons of
fuel oil; also a 550-gallon tank lias
been installed for gasoline
We have completed painting boat
house and shed and are now paint- J
ing the dwelling houses.
Mr. Estes was at this station last
week accompanied by a representa
tive from the Exide Battery Co.,
to test batteries.
Miss Flavilla Lamb who has been
spending two months vacation at
the Light has accepted a position
at the Point of View House, Southport.
Martin Young was a visitor at
the Light spending Saturday and
6unday with the Keeper and Mrs.
Quinn.
Robert Jones of Boothbay Har
bor is spending a few days at the
Light as guest of Alden Davis.
We are sorry to hear that Thom
as Flanagan has been confined to
the hospital and we all wish him
an early return to health.
We are very glad to hear that
Leverett Stanley has been trans
ferred to Bass Harbor Head Light.
News from Manana Island would
be a welcome addition to this col
umn.

PORTLAND HEAD

Fcg for a change. That settles
the gun practice of the 240th at the
Forts until lt clears.
Mrs, Philip Newbert and Mrs.

XXXX
SUMMER JOYS

(For The Courier-Oazette]
The dewy freshness of each morn.
Ihe mellow fragrance of the alr.
Flowers dispensing perfumes rare.
Ku.-tllng. ripening fields of corn.
At evinttde sweet songs of birds.
The cricket's chirp and hum of bee;
lhe ihythnilc chanting of the sea
lOh, the inadequacy of feeble words)
A tangy salad, crisp and cool.
Bernes smothered deep in cream.
A lunch that s eaten .while we dream
Beside a quiet woodland pool;
The first faint rays of dawn's pink
light.
The healing glory of the sun
Evening calm when work ls done.
The starlit splendor of the flight
Nellie M Ervine
Tenants Harbor

XXXX
MAGIC OF SUMMER

|For The Courier-Oazette]
The witchery of Summer dawns
In fragrance paramount;
The lure of little gardens
Too numerous to count
Right underneath my casement
Are musk and mignonette
With eglantine and Shasta.-.
And roguish Bouncing Bet
A mixture of rare perfume
No chemist could devlne
Just underneath my window
Where the honeysuckles twine
Who covets Arabia's perfumes
Or needs to Paris wend
When underneath one's casement
Are all that gods can blend.

S.
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MEMORIAM TO “PEGGY"

Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
The poem below is a true Inci
dent, and the dog. a mongrel half
grown pup which someone had put
out to shift for herself, wa3 one
of the kindest, gentle and intelli
gent dogs I have ever seen, regard
less of breeding.
I thought perhaps those reading
the poem might be more Inclined
to be gentle and a bit kind to
some little dog waif, that may at
some time come to their door ap
pealing for a home.
TRAMP BOG
(For Tlie Courier-Oazette]
It was ylara ago, In the early Fall,

We saw her llrst as she tlia ed a ball
A half grown mongrel of collie breed
Without a home, or a friend to feed'
Her cost was dusty, rough, and poor
Her flanks were thin, and her eyes
were sore.
But she capered about on flvinv leet
As she played with the children
on the street.
My children broutht her In one day
And ask d. "Please mother let her

stay?"

She ws~?ed her tall as though she
said
"I've found some friend! a home
and bed."
I didn’t see the mangy fur
Of her 111-kept coat as I looked kt
her.
But only the wistful pleading eyes.
And I kn w she was gentle, kind
and wise.

We named her Peggy and loved her
well
Learned her tricks, she could always
tell
The children's footsteps on the stair.
And would wait by the door to greet
them there
Her coat grew silky, fine, and long
With wide white rufl, and het body
strong.
Devotion—well. I knew st the start
A mongrel dog but a thoroughbred

heart

Of fragrance magic mysteries
That lure the souls, transcend
And fill the mind with mt'.otfv
For heart's thanksgiving trend
K
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In The CourierGazette of July 13
appeared an advertisement for thei
Central Maine Power Co. ln which
a wrong price was given for its Va- I
cation Days' Special, Electric Ran- ]
gette. On July 16 this advertisement was published again with the a
price corrected.
This corrected |
price is $39.95 and may be bought I
on convenient terms. The rangette I
can be seen at the Central Maine's I
ralesrcom In the Thorndike Hotel I
Building and the company will set I
one In your house on trial without
obligation.—adv.
*

F

So grateful for gentle word or touch.
Asking so little and giving so much.
Tears fell unchecked, that we did not
hide.
In the long ago when our trampdog
died.
In some far oil land perhaps she lies
to wait.
Head on her paws, close by a gate.
Ears cocked for the steps she loved
and knew.
When dtath opens the portals, will
welcome us through
Rose B Hupper
Tenants Harbor.

Rockland

A silver tankard of Cromwell's
time was sold recently in England
Pharijong, in Tibet, claims that fcr SICOO. enough to buy more than
its post olfice at 15,300 feet, is the 11.000 pints of ale

Biggest Volume

Biggest Value
5
so
WHY FAY MORE?
WHY ACCEPT IESS?
T

S’

OVER A MILLION
1940 CHEVROLETS

REAR ISLAM)

Captain Kennedy has returned to
the station after a serious operation
at Bar Harbor Hospital. He Is as
sisted by Surfman Alley.
Dr. and Mrs. Leon Hogapian spent
the weekend with the Kennedys.
The doctor has returned from North
Adams. Mass., to take charge of Bar
Harbor and Southwest Harbor C.C.C.
Camp.
Surfman and Mrs. Whitney and
son Clark spent two weeks with
Keeper and Mrs. A. H. Kennedy.
The former has returned to Islesford to take up his duties as surf
man at Cranberry Island.
We wish to thank George Clark,
officer-in-charge
at
Cranberry
Island Surf Station, for kindness
during Keeper Kennedy's illness;
also Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ward.,
and Capt. Will Black of Northeast
Harbor.

Do all the things He has taught us.
Following where He has led.
Keeping Hls greatest commandment
Witli Hls example of love
Doing all men klndJy service
Just as the augels above.
Tliey who are loving and generous
Experience genuine mirth;
They ure the liapplest beings
In Heaven and here upon earth
Allison M Watts
Jamaica, Vt

Electric Rangctte

built to date

ert IT- - THY IT-BUY IT !
SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.
689 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND,

TELEPHONE 1250

CARROLL’S GARAGE
THOMASTON, ME.

PEASLEE & ROSS

BARKER’S GARAGE

VINALHAVEN, ME.

UNION, ME.

